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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 General Problem 

Contribution of the forest products industry (FPI) to Oklahoma's economy may be 

assessed through economic indicators: payroll, value added, value of the processed 

products, etc. According to the 1992 Census of Manufactures (USDC, 1994), there were 

226 establishments classified as belonging to the forest products industry (FPI) in 

Oklahoma. Products of the FPI were valued in excess of $1.5 billion. Approximately 

seven thousand persons were paid $187.8 million in wages. In addition, ~e value added 

for the FPI was $699.1 million (Table 1.1), which represents 0.5 % of total value added 

for all manufacturing in Oklahoma. 

TABLE I.I 

OKLAHOMA PRIMARY TIMBER PROCESSING INDUSTRIES; STATISTICS 1996 

SIC CODE/INDUSTRY Employees Payroll Value added Value of 
(thousands) (million) (million) Shipments 

(million) 

241 Logging 0.3 8.7 34.7 109.3 

242 Sawmills and planing mills 0.5 9.9 28.2 81.6 

243 Millwork, plywood, and structural 12 23.3 49.8 1022 
members 

262-3 Other paper and allied products 1.3 52.7 248.3 583.3 

267 Miscellaneous converted paper 1.9 58.0 259.3 523.5 

265 Paperboard Containers and boxes 0.7 20.7 38.8 74.1 

Other primary timber manufacturing 1.0 15.1 40.0 76.6 

Total, primary timber processing 6.9 187.8 699.l 1550.6 

Source: US. Department of Commerce, 1996 Annual Survey of Manufactures. 
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Nevertheless, to put into clearer perspective the economic importance of the FPI, 

we must consider three further issues. First, for the eastern Oklahoma region1, the FPI is a 

major component of the overall regional economy as described by Lewis and Goodier 

(1990). For example, combined wages of the forest and supporting industries account for 

23 percent of all wages and salaries in 1984 and nearly 78 percent of all manufacturing 

employment in this region. Second, economic multipliers estimated by Schooley (1981 ), 

Aruna, et al (1997), and the USDA Forest Service (1988) reveal that the FPI sectors in 

Oklahoma have a substantial impact on state output, income, and employment. Third, the 

FPI in Oklahoma has great potential for increasing its contribution to Oklahoma's 

economy. Lewis and Goodier (1990) identify investment opportunities that could 

increase net annual timber growth on timberland, marginal crop- and pasture-land, and 

highly erodible cropland and thus could increase Oklahoma's timber output by 150 

percent. This increased availability and reduced cost of raw material could further 

promote investment in wood processing. Furthermore, an attractive alternative to the 

multinational ownership of forest products industries in Oklahoma is the possibility of 

timber producers entering the value-added processing industry as a "new wave" type 

1 Eastern Oklahoma forest region includes the counties of Adair, Cherokkee, Delaware, 

McIntosh, Mayes, Muskogee, Ottawa, Sequoyah, Atoka, Bryan, Choctaw, Coal, Haskell, 

Latimer, LeFlore, McCurtain, Pittsburg, and Pushmataha. 
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cooperative2. This would increase capacity of wood processing and the contribution of 

FPI to the Oklahoma economy. 

Because of these arguments, the FPI sectors provide an excellent way of stimulating 

economic development, especially for rural eastern Oklahoma. Changes in the economic 

environment for the FPI through programs and/or policies would affect the well being of 

Oklahoma people. Thus, building a framework where economic analysis can be carried out 

is of great significance. Determining the economic effects of programs and policies as well 

as describing how they may affect the welfare of people in the short and long run, is the 

challenge of this regional analysis. 

Efforts to measure these effects and to build a framework for economic analysis in 

Oklahoma's FPI have been generally based on the Input-Output methods, i.e., Schooley 

(1981), Aruna, et al (1997), and the USDA Forest Service (1988). Other approaches include 

Marcouiller's (1992) usage of a mixed endogenous/exogenous supply-determined social 

accounting matrix (SAM). Descriptive work has been based on census and/or survey results, 

i.e., Raunikar and Booth (1960), Lewis and Goodier (1990), and Toms (1987). 

The literature review in this study summarizes the approaches and methods used to 

study the FPI in Oklahoma. It reveals that the model specifications and assumptions 

imposed in those studies fall short of providing adequate and realistic modeling of the 

2 The term "new wave" is borrowed from the Kenkel and Lyford (1997) article "The 

potential for "new wave" cooperatives in Oklahoma". 
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econom1cs of the FPI in Oklahoma. The following section synthesizes the specific 

limitations and shortcomings. 

1.2 Specific Problems 

In the previous section, different studies and approaches for evaluating the impact of 

potential changes in the wood processing industry on the Oklahoma economy were 

presented. Several limitations of those impact analyses are identified. 

First, the input-output based models assume that sectoral production is completely 

demand-driven. Increased demand is always met with no price increase thanks to excess 

production capacity. This assumption, known as the fixed prices assumption, imposes 

characteristics to the FPI which are not realistic, or at least refutable. These are: a) excess 

capacity in all FPI sectors; b) no substitution among the different inputs in production; c) 

constant returns to scale (CRS); and d) price takers in the output and input markets. To 

correct this misspecification of the FPI in the models of impact analysis is not an easy task 

because of little information about elasticities of factor substitution, returns to scale, and the 

technology of the FPI for Oklahoma3• Hence, the estimation of production parameters for 

the forest products industry in Oklahoma is needed. 

Second, with the exceptionofMarcouillier'swork, little consideration is given to the 

analysis of income determination and income distribution. Fixed price multiplier methods 

do not accommodate distributional effects. Because the FPI in Oklahoma involves 

3 One may argue for the use of national estimates in regional modeling, however, there 

are clear differences between the regional and the national economic environments. 
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multinational as well as regional owners and because non-industrial private forestland 

owners are located mainly in the rural regions, impact policy analysis should consider 

possible distributional effects. Regional economic analysis based on computable general 

equilibrium (CGE) methods may be a more suitable approach. However, regional CGE 

models for Oklahoma (Schreiner, et al (1996), Budiyanti (1996), and Koh (1991)) have not 

modeled the FPL The FPI was aggregated into the manufacturing sector, therefore analysis 

for specific industries is impossible. 

Third, evidence on forest products market structure suggests that these markets are 

not perfectly competitive (Klemperer, 1996, Tillman, 1985, Vincent, et al., 1992). The 

assumption of perfect competition was imposed in all previous studies of the Oklahoma FPL 

Wood processing industries often involve relatively few processors who purchase the raw 

product from many local producers and transform it into multiple product forms and sell to a 

number of consumers. For example, in Oklahoma, 70% of total employment in the Sawmills 

and Planning Mills industry (SIC 242) is from one multinational company. Similarly, in the 

Paper Mills (SIC 262) and the Paperboard mills (SIC 263) industries, which have only 7 

establishments, 82.5% of the total labor force works for two multinational companies. In 

addition to the high concentration of the industry, Oklahoma producers have limited options 

on where to sell their timber because of costly transportation and long distances between 

processing centers. All of this propitiates some kind of imperfect structure for the timber 

market (raw material market) in which wood processing industries are capable of affecting 

the price paid for timber. Such an industry structure may result in imperfect competition not 

only in the buying side but also in the selling side of the market. For example, high 

concentration in the pulp manufacturing industry increases the likelihood of lower outputs 
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and higher prices than under a competitive structure. As well, its actions may distort the 

timber market, thus affecting the welfare of both forest land owners and consumers 

(Tillman, 1985). 

Limitations of the approaches used to carry out impact analysis require better 

analytical models for economic analysis of the FPI in Oklahoma. Better modeling that 

accommodates not only the factor-product market interaction but also the imperfect market 

structure is required. 

1.3 Objectives 

The primary purpose of this research is to develop and test a model of the impact 

of programs and policies on the Oklahoma forest products industry which accommodates 

industries that do not possess constant returns to scale (CRS) in production and/or are not 

price-takers. Three specific objectives are defined as means to fulfill the purpose of this 

research: 

1) To econometrically estimate the elasticity of factor substitution, returns to scale, 

and the technology of the FPI in Oklahoma. 

2) To implement the regional CGE model of Oklahoma using the cost approach 

for modeling the FPI accommodating for increasing returns to scale and 

imperfect competition and incorporating the information derived in the first 

objective. 

3) To assess welfare changes of forest region residents using the developed 

regional general equilibrium model for a suggested alternative of the market 

structure of the timber and wood processing sectors: "New Wave Cooperative". 
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The model developed here brings the CGE models closer to reality by recognizing 

that the FPI may face increasing returns to scale and/or face imperfect markets. Hence a 

contribution of this research will be the capability of modeling decreasing unit cost structure 

under the CGE framework. The CGE model developed here is a more integrated policy 

framework in which to perform economic analyses because it allows prices, quantities, and 

incomes to be endogenously determined in the region but considers more realistic 

characteristics of the market structure and production technology of the FPL 

In addition, this study improves understanding of market behavior in wood 

processing by developing and applying a generalized model of raw material pricing in 

regional general equilibrium that reflects key structural characteristics of the forest products 

sector. Thus, the modeling technique presented here allows the existence of a raw material 

(input) market and several price-behavior assumptions which bring greater flexibility to 

policy analysis. 
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CHAPTER II 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

In this chapter, the literature review is presented in three sections. First, the 

economic studies on Oklahoma's FPI are summarized emphasizing the assumptions, 

scope, findings and limitations of each study. Second, review of the FPI production 

system is presented. Here, using studies mostly developed in the field of production 

economics, it is intended to identify the possible magnitude and sign of production 

parameters such as factor elasticities, returns to scale, factor substitution, and 

technological bias present in the FPL In the third and last section, the theoretical 

limitations of the different approaches used in regional economic analysis of the FPI are 

reviewed. Perfect and imperfect competition is scrutinized by reviewing the connection 

between returns to scale and price behavior in regional analysis. 

2.1 Oklahoma's Forest Products Industry 

Several studies have dealt with statistics on employment, number of establishments, 

value added and other variables of Oklahoma's FPI, i.e., Lewis and Goodier; May; and 

Hendrix, Jones and Schooley. However, I focus on those studies that explicitly have used 

economic analysis to study the FPL Raunikar and Booth described and analyzed the existing 

structure of the processing industry for forest products in eastern Oklahoma and estimated 

the efficiency and capacity of local sawmills in 1958. Fifteen counties were selected and 
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information was obtained for three major classes of firms: sawmills, piece-wood buyers, and 

miscellaneous outlets. The study of efficiency and capacity was restricted to sawmills where 

sawmill firms were grouped by type of fixed plant and examined for efficiency of operation 

with respect to variable inputs. In their unit cost approach, they estimated the relationship 

between output and unit costs by observing groups of firms with similar equipment. 

Consistent with theory, they found that as average output increases, average unit cost 

decreases. Based upon their estimates, the authors claimed the potential efficiency of firms 

was not being exploited, therefore they supported increasing timber supply to achieve 

optimum plant efficiency. They used their results in evaluating the impact of potential 

changes in the wood processing industry on the rural economy. 

The potential regional economic impact and the welfare effects of changes in 

Oklahoma's FPI have been studied mainly using the Input-Output (1-0) approach. Schooley 

and Jones's 1-0 model of the Oklahoma economy was developed to describe the role of the 

FPI in the state's 1978 economy. It consisted of 31 endogenous sectors, four exogenous 

sectors, and six FPI sub-sectors. Data for the FPI sectors were collected by personal 

interviews, telephone interviews, and/or on-site plant inspections. The remaining sectors of 

the economy were estimated from regionally adjusted 1972 national 1-0 coefficients. This 

data was further adjusted to represent 1978 prices and production levels. The model is 

presented in terms of a transaction matrix, a technical coefficients matrix, and two 

interdependence coefficients matrices. Type I and Type II output, income, and employment 

multipliers were estimated. Among their findings is that 84% of the inputs necessary to 

produce FPI output in 1978 were locally produced. This implies strong linkages between the 

FPI sectors and the rest of the economy. Also, FPI sectors have substantial impacts in the 
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state's economy based on output, employment and income multipliers. As an aggregate, the 

FPI sectors have the fourth highest Type I output multiplier (1.98), and the seventh largest 

Type II multiplier (3.40). Particularly, the paper and allied products sector reported the 

second largest Type I and Type II income multipliers of 3.25 and 4.87, respectively. As an 

aggregate, the FPI sectors were found to have the fifth largest Type I and Type II income 

multipliers and the second highest Type I and Type Il employment multipliers. Paper and 

allied products and logging sectors had the second and third largest Type II employment 

multipliers for the state ( see Table 2.1 ). 

More recently, Aruna et al. used the I-0 approach to study the forest-based 

industries in the southern region of the United States. Using the 1992 IMPLAN (IMpact 

analysis for PLANning) database, and U.S. Department of Commerce, Census of 

Manufactures, regional economic multipliers were estimated for Oklahoma. Adjustments 

for differences between the IMPLAN national level and the regional level aggregation were 

carried out by using the concept of regional purchase coefficients (RPC) 4. To estimate the 

regional economic impacts of the forest-based industries, Type I and Type III multipliers 

were generated for output, employment, total income, personal income, and value added. 

Table 2.1 presents those multipliers together with those obtained by Schooley and Jones. 

4RPC are estimated using regional production coefficients. Aruna defines it as "the 

proportion of the total supply of a good or service used to fulfill the demands 

(intermediate and final) of a region that is supplied to itself. The remainder represents 

imports" (page 36). 
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Several authors have used these multipliers to assess the impact of potential changes 

in policy and altematiyes of development for the Oklahoma region (see Lewis and Goodier; 

USDA, Forest Service). On the other hand, Marcouiller developed and used a supply-

determined social accounting matrix (SDSAM) to evaluate economic impacts of industrial, 

nonindustrial, and public timber production in McCurtain County during 1985. He used a 

mixed endogenous/exogenous supply-determined social accounting matrix with specific 

results focusing attention on issues of income distribution. This approach constitutes a 

departure from standard demand side input-output models. 

TABLE2.1 

MULTIPLIERS FOR OKLAHOMA FPI, BY TYPE AND INDUSTRY. 

Paper and allied Wood furniture Lumber and wood 
products products 

Type Type Type 
I II III I II III I II III 

Output multipliers 2.07- 3.38 1.50 1.67- 3.21 2.07 2.03- 3.58 2.22 
1.26 1.31 1.50 

Income Multipliers 3.25- 4.88 1.67 1.56- 2.34 2.15 2.07- 3.19 2.74 
1.31 1.31 1.63 

Employment Multipliers 6.29- 10.14 3.04 1.42- 2.05 2.21 2.45- 3.94 2.62 
1.83 1.30 154 

Value Added multipliers 1.34 1.73 1.33 2.28 1.67 2.90 

Personal Income multipliers 1.50 2.04 1.24 1.87 1.62 2.61 

Source: Arona et al.; and Schooley and Jones. 

Marcouiller justifies the use of a mixed endogenous/exogenous SDSAM approach 

upon two observations. First, he argues that limited productive potentials of forest lands 

and exorbitant hauling costs causes the inputs of raw materials to wood processors to be 

fixed with what is currently available for harvest. Secondly, he claims that since the 
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demand for processed wood products such as plywood, dimensional timber, and paper are 

determined in the national marketplace ( demand is relatively elastic) giving fixed prices 

for output, processors are forced to allocate ( or ration) raw materials supplies to meet this 

exogenously determined demand. 

An important observation with direct implications for the present study is made 

by Marcouiller when he adjusted timber production sector value added. According to 

him, "it appears that values for timber production output (particularly industrial timber 

production) are often included with non-timber production sectors in which industrial 

firms are vertically integrated"(page 87). He adjusted the account for timber production 

sector output by assuming that annual stumpage value of removals is the most 

appropriate measure of total industry output5• After the adjustment, Marcouiller's 

SDSAM included six aggregated sectors: agricultural production, timber production and 

services, manufacturing, food/fiber processing, timber and wood processing and services 

and government. The aggregation of the wood processing sectors is based on the active 

sectors for McCurtain County, Oklahoma during 1985, and might differ from the 

aggregation of the industry at the state level. 

Finally, there have been several CGE studies modeling the Oklahoma economy. The 

FPI is generally aggregated into the manufacturing sector ( Koh; Lee; and Amera and 

Schreiner). Budiyanti, however, included paper and allied products as a sector and 

5 Removals were obtained using the reported softwood and hardwood volumes derived 

through the interactive SOFIA (Southern Forest Inventory and Analysis) database. 
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aggregated the other industries of the FPI into other manufactures for her regional CGE 

framework. Even though Budiyani did not intend to analyze the FPI, it may well be 

considered as a base for implementing a regional CGE with emphasis in this industry. As 

Amera & Schreiner have revealed, regional equilibrium models may produce very 

different policy results compared to fixed-price multiplier models (i.e., 1-0 models). 

Further elaboration of the CGE framework and its assumptions of analysis are presented 

in section 2.3. 

2.2 Production Technology and Market Structure of the FPI 

The previous section reveals a lack of information on technological parameters (i.e., 

elasticity of factor substitution, returns to scale) and market structure of Oklahoma's FPI. In 

this section, a review of literature is presented concerning these two areas: production 

technology and market structure. This review brings insights as to the technological and 

market characteristics of Oklahoma's Forest Products Industry. 

2.2.1 Production Technology 

Production technology of the Forest Products Industry is generally estimated using 

econometric methods although nonparametric methods have recently been explored ( see i.e., 

Hseu and Buongiomo 1995 and 1997). Stier and Bengston have classified econometric 

studies in first, second, and third generation. First generation studies based on value-added 

measures of output employs simple functional forms and incorporate only capital and 

labor inputs. Second generation studies estimate more complex, flexible dual cost or 

profit functions and typically include other inputs (logs, energy, and so on). Third 

generation studies use the dual formulation, include multiple factors, and specify the 
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dynamics of adjustment of quasi-fixed factors over time (i.e., quasi-fixed capital, and/or 

non-production workers). Second- and third-generation studies allow richer theoretical 

specifications of the model, therefore they are the focus of the present review. Three 

properties of the production function are emphasized: the elasticity of factor substitution, 

returns to scale, and technological change bias. These three properties describe the essential 

structure of the FPI' s production technology (Stier). 

Two important reviews of the FPI literature include Vincent et al. who summarize 

the econometric research that pertains to labor demand and Stier and Bengston who review 

econometric analyses of the rate and bias of technical change. In the review by Vincent et al, 

more than 40 articles are classified according to product and regional coverage, and 

empirical approach. Vincent et al. draw the following observations: 

a) Labor demand is inelastic with respect to wage rate (range: -0.35 to -0.66), 

b) Capital, materials (includingwood), and energy are all substitutes for labor, and 

labor demand is inelastic with respect to prices of these inputs, 

c) The solid-wood products sector shows constant returns to scale (1.08), whereas 

the pulp and paper sector shows increasing returns to scale (1.13), and 

· d) Technical change is biased against use oflabor, in the range of-0.014 to-0.011. 

Stier and Bengston review 24 studies and conclude that technical change has largely 

been labor-saving and energy-using. They do not argue for a wood-saving technical change, 

however. 

The observations of Vincent et al. and Stier and Bengston, should be reviewed with 

caution. They represent a general and/or broad view of very different studies. For example, a 

study of the pulp industry in Canada and a study of the lumber industry of Pacific Northwest 
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of the Unites States should not be pooled together. To reduce shortcomings of aggregation, 

these studies are reviewed here by industry and region. 

General description and findings of the studies are presented in Table 2.2. For the 

Lumber and Wood Products (SIC 24) group of industries, studies fail to provide conclusive 

answers about substitutability, returns to scale or technical change bias. When specific 

industries are considered, however, we may find some common ground. First, for the 

Sawmills and Planing Mills industry (SIC 242), evidence supports a degree of 

complementarity between capital and stumpage, and substitutability between labor and 

capital and labor and stumpage. With respect to returns to scale, only two studies did not 

impose the CRS assumption a priori. One study found increasing returns to scale (IRS) 

while the other failed to reject CRS. Labor-saving and capital and energy-neutral technical 

change appeared to be the norm for this industry. 

On the other hand, evidence is mixed about technical change for stumpage (raw 

material) input. For the Softwood Veneer and Plywood industry (SIC 243), a degree of 

substitution exists between labor and capital, and between labor and raw material 

(stumpage). The substitutability between capital and stumpage (raw material) appears 

difficult to ensure because some studies find a degree of complementarity. Of those studies 

that did not impose CRS, Merrifield and Singleton found evidence of IRS. Based on these 

studies, conclusions about technical bias in this industry are inconclusive. 
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Table 2.2 
Description and findings of reviewed studies by industry and region. 

SIC Forestry Industry Study Region Time Elasticity of Returns to Technical Model Specification 
Code period Substitution Scale Change 

Bias 
-

24 Lumber and Wood Merrifield and U.S. PNW 1950-76 LS=-0.91 ; CRS Translog Prod. Fns. 
products Haynes (1983) KL=1 .35; 

KS=2.26 

Wear U.S. Montana 1955-78 L,W- Quadratic normalized total cost 
function 

Rockeland U.S. 1968-77 Unitary elast. Imposed Neutral Derived Demand 
Buongiorno Substitution 

242 Sawmills and Planing Sullivan and U.S. California 1978-85 Cost function 
Mills Gilless 

U.S. Northern 1974-85 Cost function 
California 

Stevens U.S. Western 1980-88 L(uns), E, S Neutral Normalized quadratic profit 
Washington Compl. in med. function 

&LR; 

2421 Sawmills and Planing Merrifield and U.S.-PNW 1954-80 k&S compl. ; k&I IRS (cost S-;K+; Dynamic quadratic variable cost: 
Mills, General Singleton subst.; L&s reduction 0.70- L+S&MR; L- capital as the Quasi-Fixed 

subs.; 0.74) LR Factor 

Merrifield and U.S.-PNW 1950-79 L,K,W- Translog total cost: K for 
Haynes(1985) Eastside equipment and structures. 

Merrifield and U.S.-PNW 1950-79 Lo,Ko,Wo Translog total cost: K for 
Haynes( 1985) Westside equipment and structures. 

Abt U.S.-PNW 1963-78 CRS L-,W+ Translog variable cost 

Abt U.S. Southeast 1963-78 CRS L-,W- Translog variable cost 
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TABLE 2.2 (CONTINUED) 

SIC Forestry Industry Study Region Time Elasticity Returns to Technical Model Specification 
Code period of Scale Change 

Substitution Bias 

Abt U.S.- 1963-78 IRS (Cost L-,W+ Translog variable cost 
Appalachian reduction 0.96) 

Stier( 1980) U.S. 1950-74 k&l=0.194; CRS imposed L-,Wo Translog Cost Function 
KW=0.176; 
l&W=0.36; 

2436 Softwood Veneer and Merrifield and U.S.-PNW 1954-80 k&S ?; k&I subs; IRS (Cost L-;K+:S+ Dynamic quadratic variable cost: 
Plywood Singleton L&S subst. ; reduction 0.66) capital as the Quasi-Fixed 

Factor 

Merrifield and U.S.-PNW 1950-79 K(e)-;K(s); Translog total cost: K for 
Haynes(1985) Eastside L;W equipment and structures. 

Merrifield and U.S.-PNW 1950-79 K(s)+ K(e)-; Translog total cost: K for 
Haynes(1985) Westside L;W equipment and structures. 

26 Paper and Allied Hseu and U.S. 1959-87 biased Nonparametric analysis 
Products Buongiorno(1995) tech.ch. 

Stier(1985) U.S. 1948-76 subst. Is difficult IRS(Cost L-, W+, Translog Cost function 
reduction 0.74) 

262 Paper Mills De Borger and us 1958-81 LE=0.05, SR no sig. LR L-,E+,M a simplified translog variable 
Buongiorno LM=0.42*, DRS (0.65) cost: homotheticity and 

EM=0.67* homogeneity imposed 

263 Paperboard Mills De Borger and us 1958-81 LE=-0.19, SR IRS (Cost L,E,M a simplified translog variable 
Buongiorno LM=0.39*, red . 0.66); LR cost: homotheticity and 

EM=1 .07* DRS (0.79) homogeneity imposed 

Elasticity of substitution: LS= Labor arid Stumpage, KL= capital and labor, KS= capital and stumpage; also W is used for several studies a raw material (Wood) 
Returns to scale: cost reduction means the cost reduction obtained by the measurement of the cost elasticity with respect to output produce, this is the dual formulation to returns to scale 
Technical Change Bias: a+ implies using-bias for the input, a- implies saving-bias for the input, the letter along means neutral-biasness; SR stands for short run, MR for median run and LR for long run. 
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The Paper and Allied Products (SIC 26) group in the U.S. has not been studied as 

much as its Canadian counterpart. However, studies on Paper and Paperboard Mills (SIC 

262-263) are consistent and offer similar conclusions. More precisely, the presence of low 

substitutability was found between labor and materials, energy and labor, and capital and 

materials. Also, increasing returns to scale (with values of 0.65 to 0. 79) seem to 

characterize this industry. With respect to technological bias, labor-using and neutral 

technical change for materials, energy and capital were supported by the studies findings. 

In conclusion, the studies cited in Table 2.2 show consistent information on basic 

production technology for the sub-sectors of Paper and Allied Products. However, 

consistent information is not shown for the other sub-sectors of the FPI; specifically, 

those industries belonging to the Lumber and Wood Products sector. 

2.2.2 Market Structure 

The United States FPI has been long recognized by many authors as not having the 

pure competition market structure. In 1966, Mead concluded that the U.S. lumber 

industry faces a perfectly elastic demand curve for lumber and an inelastic factor supply. 

Thus, the timber market is oligopsonistic rather than competitive. For the Douglas Fir 

region he found a significant degree of market power among the few large firms in the 

national forest timber markets. He found lower average cost for national forest timber 

purchased by large firms relative to small firms. 

What favors market power is market structure, and what promotes the presence of 

only a few large firms is the technological trends of the FPL Tillman's publication 

"Forest Production: Advanced Technologies and Economic Analysis" introduces the 

achievements of the industry integration not only at the corporate level but also at the 
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mill site level. Vertically and horizontally (product) integrated mills have allowed 

efficiency gains in plant operating and maintenance expenses; economies of scale in 

capital investments such as log handling systems, debarking systems, etc.; energy 

conservation; use of residues; and flexibility in use of timber (Tillman, page 25). 

While the trends described above are responsible for highly efficient mills, it may 

also be responsible for an industry characterized by high capital intensity, difficulty of 

market entry, and moderate economic concentration. The latter characteristic has been 

extensively studied using concentration ratios. 

The concentration ratio gives the percentage of one industry's output value produced 

by the largest firms, usually the top four or eight (i.e., "four-firm concentration ratio"). 

Moderate concentration (25 to 49 percent ratios) is common in the softwood veneer and 

plywood, pulp mills, and paper mills industries. Low concentration in sawmills seems to 

be the norm (Klemperer). 

Buongiomo and Lu used a mark-up model of price formation to investigate the 

reasons for changes in the prices of seven forest products industries. The model 

explained 83% to 98% of the variation in annual price changes depending on the 

industry. In the case of the Pulp Mills (SIC 261) industry, a downward price inflexibility 

was detected consistent with oligopolistic competition. The authors, in their 

"decomposition analysis", concluded that changes in unit cost were the major source of 

price changes as opposed to negligible effects of changes in demand. 
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2.3 Regional Analysis and The Forest Products Industry 

Several approaches have been used for regional analysis of the FPL Among them, 

input-output (1-0) models (i.e., McWillians and George; Schalla), econometric sectoral 

analysis (Kant, et al.), and SAM (i.e., Marcouiller). Surprisingly, regional CGE for 

analysis of the FPI is limited. Rather than review each approach and/or intent to explain 

how the FPI is evaluated under the different alternative approaches, the limitations of 

each approach is reviewed and the compatibility of each approach with the current 

research is pursued. 

The input-output based models assume that sectoral production is completely 

demand-driven. Increased demand is always met with no price increase because of excess 

production capacity. This assumption, known as the fixed prices assumption, imposes 

characteristics to the FPI which are not realistic, or at least refutable. These are: a) excess 

capacity in all FPI sectors; b) no substitution among the different inputs in production 

because resources are unlimited; c) constant returns to scale (CRS); and d) price takers in 

the output and input markets. Thus, economic impacts due to changes in supply of a 

commodity/service cannot be modeled (Aruna, et al. and Sadoulet and de Janvry). 

Another issue with respect to analysis with 1-0 models is the limited ability to 

model income determination and income distribution. Fixed price multiplier methods do 

not easily accommodate distributional effects. SAM models are an extension of the input

output framework and allow better analysis of income distribution, taxation and 

consumption (Marcouiller; Berck, et al.). However, SAM models retain the key 
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assumption that production activities are endogenous and demand-driven and thus 

existence of excess capacity. 

On the other hand, sectoral econometric analysis has strength in partial economic 

considerations. When lagged variables and a variety of other exogenous variables are 

incorporated into the analysis, sectoral econometric models offer unique flexibilities. The 

extensive data needed in econometric analysis, however, restricts their empirical use. An 

important limitation in their use is the inability to consider all intersectoral and/or 

macroeconomic specifications of factor markets and institutions. 

Finally, the CGE framework offers an alternative for regional analysis. It 

encompasses both the 1-0 and SAM frameworks by making demand and supply of goods 

and factors dependent on prices. Partridge and Rickman surveyed the literature related to 

regional CGE modeling. They outline the basic approach of regional CGE modeling and 

provide an appraisal of the current state of the art. At the Oklahoma level, several studies 

have used this framework for policy analysis (Koh; Lee; Budiyanti; and Amera and 

Schreiner,) 

For the present study, it is vital that the approach chosen reflects the current 

economic environment of Oklahoma's FPI, specifically, production technology, inter

industry linkages and, most important, market structure. Several research studies have 

used the regional CGE framework for policy analysis. However, few studies have 

considered market structure other than perfect competition. Also, few have incorporated 

increasing returns in their analysis. 

Solutions and modeling techniques dealing with imperfect competition and 

increasing returns to scale have been suggested at the national level (i.e., international 
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trade). However, little is known about implementing such techniques at the regional 

level. Partridge and Rickman have identified six studies at the regional level that deal 

with imperfect market structure (Brocker; Hertel; Hertel and Mount; Kilkenny, 1993; 

Kilkenny, 1996; Treyz and Bungardner; and Whalley and Trela). What is brought out, 

according to Partridge and Rickman's review, is the sensitivity of the results produced by 

alternative market and strategic behavior assumptions made about firms and/or an 

industry. In general, there is opportunity for improvement in modeling imperfect 

competition and IRS using the regional CGE framework. This is both, an opportunity and 

a risk for the present research of Oklahoma's FPL 
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CHAPTER III 

PRODUCTION TECHNOLOGY AND MARKET EXERTION IN THE 

OKLAHOMA FOREST PRODUCTS INDUSTRY 

This chapter presents theoretical considerations on technology and market exertion. The 

empirical model, description and requirements for data are presented. Econometric estimates 

are presented in section 3 .4. 

3.1 Technology Estimation 

The Oklahoma Forest Product Industry production technology may be described by 

information on elasticity of factor substitution, returns to scale, and technological change 

bias. The dual relationship between technology and its associated cost function provide 

the necessary tools for estimating technological properties of the FPI in Oklahoma. The 

cost function of a firm summarizes all of the economically relevant aspects of its 

technology (Varian, 1992). Define the cost function to show the minimum cost of 

producing y units of output produced under a given technology of the firm using the 

vector x of factors and inputs. The assumption of cost minimization implies the following 

optimization problem to the firm: 

(3.1) minwx ..__ 
X 

Subject to 

(3.2) /(x) = y 
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where w is a vector of factor prices and.f{x) is a well-behaved technology. Solving this 

optimization problem for the first order condition, the conditional factor demands of the 

firm x(w,y) can be derived. The cost function is expressed as the value of the conditional 

factor demands: 

(3.3) c(w,y) = wx(w,y) 

In the short run, the firm doesn't have the flexibility to optimize over all 

factors/inputs. Some factors such as "non-production workers" may be attached to 

contracts or/and structure capital may be realized only in the medium or long run. Let Xf 

be the vector of fixed factors, Vv the vector ofvariable factors, and thus decompose w into 

w = (w1, wv). Theory suggests that in the short-run the conditional factor demands will 

depend on the level of the fixed factors: xv(w, y, xi). Thus, the short-run total cost 

function is 

where SVC and FC are the short-run average cost and fixed cost components, 

respectively. 

For a function to qualify as a cost function, it must be non-decreasing, 

homogeneous, concave, and continuous in prices. These conditions are derived directly 

from the firm's price behavior and the properties of the underlying technology. If the cost 

function (3.3) or (3.4) is estimated, duality theory can be used to indirectly estimate the 

parameters of the production function. The elasticity of scale e(x}is defined as: 

(3.5) e(x) = c(w, y) I y = AC(y) 
8c(w,y)/ 8y . MC(y) 

where AC is average cost and MC is marginal cost. Partial elasticities of substitution crij 

can also be derived as: 
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(3.6) 
(0 2c(w, y) I op1op) 

cr .. =----------
u (oc(w, y) I op1 )/(oc(w, y) I op j) 

where p; is price of the i input. 

3.1.1 Empirical Model: Technology Estimation 

The empirical specification assumes the industry only adjusts variable factors of 

production to cost minimization levels. This specification is a restrictive short-run cost 

function approach consistent with the first term of equation (3.4) where capital is treated 

as a quasi-fixed input. The restricted translog variable cost function is selected. Caves et 

al.; Borger and Buongiomo; Abt; Neil and Nautiyal; and Neil et al. used this functional 

form in their studies of the FPL The translog form allows elasticities of substitution to be 

unrestricted (i.e., not constant). Also, it allows for testing of other important 

characteristics of the underlying technology, i.e., homogeneity and homotheticity. One 

may wish to test the validity of these restrictions in a cost minimization hypothesis; or 

estimate the variable cost function with these restrictions imposed a priori. 

The empirical variable cost function is expressed in the translog functional form 

as: 

ln(VC)=a 0 +ag lnQ+Yzagg(lnQ) 2 +a,t+Yza 11 t 2 + 

L 13 1 lnP; +ax In K + Yz LY u(lnP;) 2 +y RML lnPi lnP RM+ YzY kk(lnK) 2 + 
i ; 

(3.7) 
Io1Q InP; InQ+o,giinQ+oKQ InKinQ+ Io,JinP; + 

; ; 

ot/JinK+Io 1K1nP;InK Vi=RM,L 

where VC is total variable cost, Q is an index of output, t is a time trend proxy for 

technological advancement, P's are prices of the inputs: labor (L) and materials (RM), 

and K is capital stock. 
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For the cost function to represent a well-behaved technology, it should be linearly 

homogeneous in factor prices. Letting i andj be indices of input prices (i,j = L, RM), the 

following constraints must be imposed on the parameters of model (3. 7) to satisfy price 

homogeneity, and other requirements of the cost function; 

yii +y" =0 Vi=j=L,M 

Shephard's lemma implies that ave I aP, = x,. This is the conditional factor 

demand. This result allows us to obtain the factor share equations as: 

where S; is the share of factor i in variable costs. The factor share equations (3.8) may be 

used to estimate the substitution and price elasticities of factor demand. Allen elasticities 

of substitution, own price and cross-price elasticities of factor demand are, respectively, 

calculated as: 

(3.9) 

The flexibility of the translog form allows the researcher to incorporate previous 

information available to him in the empirical model. Thus, for example, knowing that 
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technological change in the paper and allied product industry is of the Hicks-neutral type, 

one may want to impose Hicks-neutral technology by equating, a 11 = 0 , and o 11 = o V 1 

This could be very significant for the present research because there is, apparently, 

limited data and thus few degrees of freedom 6• 

3.2 Market Exertion Estimation 

A measure of mark-up of product price (P) over marginal cost (MC) should be 

estimated as an indicator of the degree of competition in Oklahoma's FPL We turn now to 

the theoretical background for measuring market power exertion. In the industrial 

organization literature there exist several approaches for measuring market power 

exertion including concentration ratios, profit ratios and mark up ratios. Mark up ratio 

estimation can be understood using the theoretical framework for profit maximization. 

Richards, et al., and Wann and Sexton develop the mark up framework that allows 

market power exertion in product and factor markets. 

Assuming a hypothetical processor which utilizes a homogenous raw material 

(input) in fixed proportion, q=yRM, where y is the coefficient converting RM amount of 

material input into q amount of output. The profit optimization problem for the lh 

industry is represented as: 

6 It is possible to impose homotheticity and homogeneity by equating aQQ =0 and o; =0. 

Similarly, unit elasticity of substitution (Cobb-Douglas) is imposed by equating y ij = o. 
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(3.10) maxn; = p(Q)yRM; -C(q 1,wv,f)-pRM(RM)RM1 

RM; 

where Ci is processing costs and Wv is a vector of variable input prices and f is a vector 

of fixed input quantities. It is assumed that these two vectors are separable from raw 

material costs, implying non-substitutability between the processing inputs and the raw 

material. Q is the total supply of processed output, RM is total input demanded for the 

industry, and p and PRM are the prices received by the processor and the provider of raw 

materials, respectively. The first-order condition is: 

(3.11) onJaRM; =[8p/8Q][8Q/8q;][8l /8RM;nRM; + py -[ac; /8q;][8l !8RM'] 

- PRM - [8pRM I 8RM][8RM I 8RM' ]RM; = 0 

Notice that al I BRM equals y. Rearranging the first-order condition (3.11) we 

obtain the following relative price-spread formulation: 

(3.12) 

where Mis a relative markup which has been adjusted for marginal processing costs, C . 

It is possible to express (3.12) in elasticity form by multiplying the first term of the right 

hand side by (RM/RM), and the second term by (Q/Q) and (pip). This yields: 

(3.13) M = y(p-C)- PRM = e~, - e q' Y. P 

PRM E PRM,RM E p,Q PRM 

conjectural elasticities in the raw material and the product market, respectively. And, 
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tPRM,RM=[oRM!opRM][pRMIRM] and Ep,g=[oQ!op][p!Q] are the own-pnce elasticity of 

demand for output and the elasticity of supply of raw material, respectively. 

Thus, equation (3.13) states that the relative markup, adjusted for processing 

costs, depends on the perceived degree of market power of the firm in the output and raw 

material markets. Furthermore, for each of the conjectural elasticities, a value of zero 

indicates perfect competition in that market, while a value of one indicates that the firm 

acts like a monopoly or monopsony. Values between zero and one, then, represent 

degrees of oligopoly and oligopsony market structure. 

Equation (3.13) and its various alternative specifications provide the base for 

testing the presence of competitive behavior/market power of processing firms in both 

input and output markets. 

3.2.1 Empirical Model: Market Exertion Estimation 

The markup price model selected for empirical analysis in the market power 

exertion in Oklahoma's FPI, is a simple version of that presented in equation (3.13). 

Specifically, it is a model which only allows market power exertion on the product side. 

Buongiorno and Lu proposed a markup price model which, for its simplicity, allows it to 

cover several industries within the FPI using the same theory and the same data sources. 

Ifwe allow only some degree of oligopoly, equation (3.13) can be shown to become: 

(3.14) Phpg +P=MC 

were E: pQ is the price elasticity of demand for the output, MC is marginal cost and P is the 

output price. 

If average variable cost (A VC) is constant over the range of output so that 

AVC=MC, the price model can be written as: 
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(3.15) P=[ePQ /(l+epg)]AVC=m·AVC 

where m = e PQ /(1 + e PQ). Differentiating equation (3 .15) and multiplying by P leads to the 

following equation in terms of discrete price changes: 

(3.16) M' Lim·AVC m·M.VC Am M.VC 
-= + =-+--
p P P m AVC. 

where L\ is the difference operator computed between successive periods. Equation (3.16) 

shows that the periodic relative change in price is equal to the relative change in the 

mark-up factor plus the relative change in unit cost. 

Buongiomo and Lu following other authors used the inventory-output ratio (IQ) 

as the demand proxy for the Amlm component of equation (3.16). Specifically, they 

specified a linear relationship between rate of price change, rate of change in inventory-

output ratio, and rate of change in unit cost. Therefore, the model to be estimated is as 

follows: 

M' MQ M.VC (3.17) -=a +a1(-)+a2 --+u 
P O IQ AVC 

where u is a residual with the usual properties. 

3.3 Data Requirements and Description 

The FPI includes SIC-coded industries under groups 24, 25, and 26. The 

industries selected are shown in Table 3.2. These have been selected to ensure an 

adequate coverage but also it is dictated by data availability. Table 3.3 presents the 

description of variables to be used in this study and their sources. Most data are from the 
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U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census, Annual Surveys of Manufactures 

(1939-96). 

TABLE 3.2 

SIC INDUSTRY CODES AND NAMES, OKLAHOMA'S FPI STUDY 

SIC code Industry Years Commodity 
of 

Data 
24 Lumber and wood products 39 
242 Sawmills and planing mills 14 Lumber 
243 Millwork, plywood, and 12 Millwork and Plywood 

Structural members 
25 Furniture and fixtures 30 
254 Partitions and fixtures 15 Partitions 
26 Paper and allied product 37 
261-3 Pulp, paper and 11 Paper and paperboard 

paperboard mills 

TABLE3.3 

DATA SERIES 

Series Name Description 
PPI Producer price index (1982=100)1 
L Cost of labor - Payroll for all employees (in million dollars Y 
M Cost of materials (in million dollars):direct charges actually paid or 

payable for items consumed or put into production during the year2 

K Capital stock derived using the perpetual inventory method and data 
obtained in census. 

s Value of shipments (in million dollars Y 
INV Value of end-of-year inventories (in million dollars Y 
Q Index of real output (S/PPI) 
IQ Inventory-output ratio (INV /PPI) 
vc Variable cost: L+M 
AVC Average variable cost VC/S 
Pg Price index of output for industry q ., . 

.. 
U.S. Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics. 

2 U.S. Department of Commerce. Bureau of the Census 
3 Producer Prices and Price Index, US Dept. of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS). 
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Deflating value of shipments and adjusting for inventory change derived an 

output series. This series was derived from the Annual Survey of Manufactures and 

Census of Manufactures and was therefore consistent with the input data. 

Capital stock estimates were derived from Annual Survey capital expenditure 

data. A perpetual inventory model consistent with Bureau of Labor Statistics procedures 

was employed. Benchmarks were established using gross book-value data for Oklahoma 

at the 24 SIC code group, 1978. In the perpetual inventory method, the sequence of 

relative efficiencies -or varying productive capacity- of capital goods of different ages 

enables us to represent capital stock at the end of each period as a weighted sum of all 

past investments (Ahearn, et al.). Estimation of replacement requirements is based on the 

following relationship, which relates the productive capacity to the age of the asset: 

d~ = (L --r )!(L - p-r ), 0 ::::;; -r ::::;; L 

where L is the service life of the asset, 't is year-age, and p is a curvature or decay 

parameter. The upper limit of p is one, and as its value approaches zero, decay increases 

at an increasing rate over time. In this study, the p values chosen were 0.50 for durable 

equipment and machinery and 0.75 for buildings and structures. Service life was 

estimated using actual state and national rate of depreciation for the 24 SIC code level. 

Thus, we estimated 10 and 25 years of service life for machinery and equipment, and 

buildings and structures, respectively. 

The cost of labor was taken to be the wages paid to production and related 

workers as reported by ASM and CM. The price of labor is also an implicit price and was 

obtained by dividing the total production-related wages by the number of hours paid. 
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The total cost of materials was derived from the cost of materials data in the 

ASM. At the national level, CM data indicate non-wood material has remained a fixed 

proportion of material cost for the Lumber and Wood Products group. This was assumed 

to hold at the state level. 

A series of average stumpage price of pine sawtimber for Oklahoma ( dollars per 

MBF, Scribner Scale) was assembled. To complete the series, it was necessary to use the 

Producer Price Index for Southern Pine Sawtimber. This index is published in Internet by 

Bureau of Labor Statistics. The price index was used to represent the material input cost 

and is justified because roundwood is the single most important material used in lumber 

manufacturing, comprising almost 90 percent of all material used. 

Total variable cost for the 24 SIC code industry group was calculated by adding total 

expenditures on labor and materials in each year (Data series are given in appendix C). 

3.4. Econometric Results in Technology 

The generalized form of the translog variable cost function (equation 3.7) that 

allows for nonhomotheticty and biased technical change was estimated for the lumber 

and wood products industry of Oklahoma (SIC 24). Data limitation on the other 

components of the FPI (SIC 25 and 26) limited our econometrics analysis exclusively to 

this industry. 

Estimation of the cost function and the labor-share equation was carried out using 

SYSLIN SUR SAS™: procedure for handling seemingly unrelated equations. The cost 

and labor-share equations were estimated jointly to impose cross-equation parameter 
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constraints, gain efficiency, and increase degrees of freedom, a common practice among 

researchers. 

, TABLE 3.4 

COEFFICIENT ESTIMATES OF TRANSLOG MODELS: OKLAHOMA LUMBER 

AND WOOD PRODUCTS INDUSTRY 

Coefficients Nonhomothetic" Homothetic" Homogenous" 

ex. 0 
10571(3.01)** 8658.647(2.525)** -9734.684(-3.72)** 

cx.Q -58.067(-1.13) -54.854(-1.57) · -162.867(-4.19)** 

cx.QQ -0.084(0.49) -0.141(-0.73) 

ex., -10.796(-3.00)** -8.903(-2.54)** 10.201(3.80)** 

(X.11 0.003(2.99)* * 0.002(2.54)* * -0.002(-3.89)** 

f3 L 
-61.844(-2.00)* -104.578(-4.405)* * -1.704(.,.1.08) 

f3RM 62.844(2.04)* 105.578(4.45)** 2. 704(1. 71) 

CX.K 99 .529(2. 72)* * 82.739(2.76)** 26.679(0.997) 

y LL -1.902(-2.32)** -0.009(-0.56)* 

YRMRM -0.912(-2.27)** -0.004(-0.56) 

YLRM 1.823(2.27)* * 0.009(0.561) 

YKK 0.223(1.143) 0.177(2.151)* 0.220(2.33)** 

() LQ -0.456(-2.27)** -0.056(-2.3)* * 

() RMQ 0.456(2.27)** 0.056(2.3)** 

() tQ 0.030(1.18) 0.029(1.592) 0.084( 4.22)** 

() KQ -0.059(-0.106) -0.601(-3.07)** 

() tL 0.029(1.80) 0.053(4.42)** 0.001(1.48) 

0,RM -0.029(-1.80) -0.053(-4.42)* * -0.001(-1.487) 

0,K -0.050(-2.76)** -0.42(-2.75)** -0.012(-0.936) 

() LK 0.426(2.01)* -0.053(-4.42)** -0.038(-2.81)** 

() RMI( -0.426(-2.01)* 0.053(4.426)** 0.038(2.81)** 

" t values are shown m parenthesis, 
*and** indicate significance at the 10% and 5 % level, respectively. 
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Parameter estimates for the nonhomothetic, the homothetic and the homogenous 

models are presented in Table 3.4. Mispecification test was conducted for these three 

models and for the additional model that restricted the parameters of the variable t2 and 

Q2 to equal zero. 

Based on the statistical test results, homotheticity was rejected. Because we are 

using time series and many of the explanatory variables, including output, time, and 

factor prices, are trended, it may be impossible to distinguish economies of scale from 

technological change in a full translog model (de Borger and Buongiorno). The 

remainder of the discussion, therefore, is confined to the homogenous model ( column 3 

of Table 3.4). This model implies that input substitution and constant elasticity of cost 

with respect to output characterizes the FPL 

Own and cross -price elasticities of factor demand are shown in Table 3.5. They 

were calculated using the mean factor shares over the sample period and the following 

relationships: 

Own price elasticity 

Y~· e .. =s.-1+ ys 
11 } . 

} 

Cross-price elasticities of factor demand 

All own-price elasticities have the expected negative signs. Labor displays the 

most elastic demand (-0.75) although it is only significant at thelO percent level. Its value 

is close to those reported in the literature for the pulp and paper industry but considerably 

greater than values reported for the solid wood and softwood industries (see section 
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2.2.1 ). On the other hand, the own price elasticity of raw materials was found to be in 

harmony with those reported in the literature (see section 2.2.1). Following Banskota, 

Phillips and Williamson, a low own price elasticity value for raw materials suggests the 

"basic good" nature of raw materials which explains the low responsiveness to price 

change. 

TABLE3.5 

OWN AND CROSS-PRICE DEMAND ELASTICITIES, OKLAHOMA 

LUMBER AND WOOD PRODUCTS INDUSTRY 

Inputs 
Labor Raw materials 

Labor -0.7513** 0.2125 
Raw Materials 0.8476* -0.1884* 
**and* indicate significance at the 10% and 5 % level, respectively 

For the industry, estimated cross-price elasticities of factor demand suggest 

substantial substitution possibilities between labor and materials. For instance, if price of 

labor increases by one percent, the demand for materials increases by 0.84 percent. 

However, cross effect between materials and labor is not significantly different from 

zero. 

by 

The Allen-Usawa partial elasticity of substitution between factors i andj is given 

y~!i 1 .. 
(J' ij = s.s. + ' l ,t:. J 

I J 

The Allen-Usawa partial elasticity of substitution between labor and raw materials 

is 1.038, calculated at the mean factor shares. Labor and raw materials are found to be 
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substitutes. The strength of the substitution relation is more closely compared to those 

found for the paper and allied industry (see, Vincent at el.). For the solid wood, lumber, 

and panels industries, elasticities of substitution range from 0.38 to 0.67. For the pulp and 

paper industry values between 1.09 and 1.33 are reported. Our results seem to suggest 

substitution oflabor for raw materials in the Oklahoma forest products industry. 

A measure of the degree of short-run returns to scale may be defined as the 

inverse of the elasticity of cost with respect to output: 

c-1 _ [acv Q }I 
VCQ - 8Q VC J 

Because in our analysis homotheticity was statistically rejected we can only 

approximate elasticity of scale with the inverse of the elasticity of cost with respect to 

output. We estimate a value of 0.96679 that is not significantly different from one at the 

five- percent level. This indicates that constant returns to scale is the more likely case for 

the Oklahoma forest products industry. 

The parameter y ;, 'ii i = L, RM is used to determine technical change. If it is not 

statistically significant from zero then technical change is Hicks neutral. Technical 

change is biased against (for) factor i, if y ;, <O (>O). In our analysis, P-values for the null 

hypothesis y Lt = 0 and y RM, = 0 were 0.167 and 0.168, respectively. Thus, we fail to 

reject the assumption that technical change in the Oklahoma forest products industry is 

Hicks neutral. 

The empirical results of this analysis should be viewed with caution for two 

reasons. First, the capital stock data constructed for the years 1964-68 did not possess the 

benefit of a consistent lag-series of new capital expenditures as required by the perpetual 

inventory method. The original Annual Survey of Manufactures data contains 
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information on new investment spending, but does not measure the total capital stock for 

the industry. The 2-digit data are estimated for years prior to 1968 assuming that the 

industry-asset type flows are the same as for the benchmark year, 1978. Under this 

assumption, however, we are not considering the effects of strong investment during the 

late 1970's. 

Second, the translog cost function employed in this analysis reqmres the 

assumption that Oklahoma lumber and wood products industries are price takers in factor 

markets. We acknowledge exceptions for several industries, i.e., plywood industry, hence 

a bias is introduced into our analysis. Hseu and Buongiomo, used non-parametric 

analysis and found cost minimization to be a valid assumption for the U. S. Pulp and 

Paper Industries. For the other segments of the FPI, high capital intensity suggests firms 

minimize variable cost of production, at least in the short run; however, it does not 

preclude the assumption of factor price-taking. If the firm is price-setting (i.e., for price 

of stumpage), the assumption of cost minimization may be invalid. 
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CHAPTER IV 

REGIONAL COMPUTABLE GENERAL EQUILIBRIUM MODEL 

On pursuing modeling for regional analysis, the standard competitive CGE 

framework allows us to expand beyond the questionable assumptions of input-output 

based models. By relaxing the assumption of fixed prices, which in 1-0 models implies 

that increased demand is always met with no price increase due to excess production 

capacity and limitless supply of labor and other factors, we have a more realistic 

empirical model of regional analysis. The competitive CGE framework allows demand 

and supply of commodities and resources to depend on prices. Furthermore, resources 

may be substitutable in production. 

However, the competitive regional CGE modeling has two very important 

limitations. First, it does not consider the presence of imperfect competitive market 

structure and, second, it ignores production technologies characterized by increasing 

returns to scale (IRS). Chapter II emphasized the need for overcoming these limitations. 

In this chapter, the regional CGE model used for empirical simulation on the Oklahoma 

FPI is presented. The chapter is organized in a theoretical presentation followed by an 

outline on monopsony market structure. Then the model specification and data requirements 

are indicated. 

4.1 Theoretical Background 

General equilibrium models have been widely used to capture the effects of 

policies and economic shocks at the national level. Most of these models have been 
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developed on the basic assumption that all the industries in production are facing constant 

returns to scale. However, the assumption of constant returns to scale keeps the CGE 

models detached from reality as quite often industries face increasing or decreasing 

returns to scale. Here a brief theoretical background on imperfect competitive CGE 

models is presented. 

4.1.1. Increasing Returns, Non-convexity, and Competitive CGE Models 

The term returns to scale refers to the response of output when proportional 

increases in all inputs are carried out (scale of operation). If output increases by a smaller 

proportion, then the technology is said to exhibit decreasing returns to scale 

( diseconomies ), but if it increases by a greater proportion than the inputs it exhibits 

increasing returns to scale (economies). If output increases by the same proportion as the 

inputs, we refer to this technology as constant returns to scale. 7 

The existence of increasing returns to scale (IRS) relies on the non-convexity of 

the production set. Non-convexity is explained by the fact that the additivity and 

divisibility hypotheses on production do not hold. The additivity assumption says that if 

two production plans are technologically feasible, a new production plan consisting of the 

sum of these two will also be possible. Divisibility, on the other hand, states that if a 

production plan is feasible, then any production plan consisting of a reduction in scale 

7 Mathematically, if f(mX) = mk f (X), k> 1 implies increasing returns, k<I decreasing 

returns, and k= 1 constant returns when X is a vector of inputs, f (X) is the production 

technology, and mis a scaler. 
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will also be feasible. Failure of the divisibility assumption is argued as the main source 

of non-convexities in production (see, Villar). 

But what is the problem of non-convexity of the production set? To begin with, it 

undermines the assumptions used in fixed-point proof of existence of general equilibrium: 

the convexity of preferences and of consumption and production sets. For the standard 

competitive general equilibrium, the equalization of prices and marginal rates of 

transformation is a necessary, and under the assumption of convex preferences and 

choice sets (and complete markets), a sufficient condition for optimality. This is not the 

case when non-convexity is present. To understand why, we may use the following line 

of thought. The presence of IRS leads to large-scale firms because at some price 

p 0 above minimum average cost, profits increase indefinitely with the scale of operation. 

This is a direct result of average cost always being greater than marginal cost under IRS. 

Thus, as firms increase the scale of operation the market becomes more and more 

concentrated which in turn leads to fewer and fewer firms ( even one) in the industry and 

possible collusion of prices. Theoretically, the price mechanism loses its efficiency 

characteristics and we have lost the optimality and efficiency dichotomy that attracts us 

to competitive general equilibrium. Indeed, firms with IRS are not consistent with the 

hypothesis of perfect competitive markets. 

Stated, the presence of returns to scale imposes serious questions to mainstream 

neoclassical economics. It brings questions about the efficiency of competitive 
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equilibrium and its existence 8. In the core of these questions is the proven incompatibility 

of profit maximizing behavior at given prices and increasing returns to scale. Hence, 

theoretical work for modeling IRS has followed a broader market behavior than profit 

maximization, known as the pricing rule approach to general equilibrium theory. 

I follow Villar in the exposition of the price rule approach in what follows. Define 

an equilibrium for the economy as a price vector, a list of consumption allocations, and a 

list of production plans such that: (a) consumers maximize their preferences subject to 

their budget constraints; (b) each individual firm is in equilibrium at those prices and 

production plans; and (c) the markets for all goods clear. This is the Walrasian 

equilibrium. However, if IRS is assumed for some firms, then (b) can't be produced by 

profit maximization behavior. To model consistently the behavior of non-convex firms, 

we associate the equilibrium of firms with the notion of a pricing rule rather than to the 

notion of a supply correspondence. In other words, we allow individual firms to affect 

prices and indirectly optimize with respect to the price variable. Thus, a price rule is a 

mapping from each firm's set of efficient production plans to the price space. It includes 

all the price-production pairs that a firm finds acceptable. The pricing rule notion allows 

8 Heals paper on the economics of increasing returns is an excellent source for 

understanding the welfare consequences of increasing returns and its incompatibility with 

perfect competition behavior. 
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modeling of different types of behavior as well as provides grounds for using again the 

fixed-point argument in order to obtain the existence of a unique equilibrium9 

Of course, the presence of IRS is not the only case that precludes the benefits of 

competitive equilibrium. Imperfect competition, for example, may be a direct 

consequence of limitations to entering to the market or of a firm's exclusive right to use a 

resource granted by the regional, federal, or local government. We concentrate in 

modeling increasing returns and imperfect competition while motivating the reader to 

investigate the extensions of our modeling description. 10 · 

9 Mercenier argues nonuniqueness of equilibrium is a potentially serious problem in CGE 

forumulation with IRS and imperfect competition. 

10 Several issues are still not totally clear on theoretical grounds. First, the selection of the 

numeraire has no implication for the competitive CGE framework; however, this issue 

is still controversial when imperfect competition is involved (see, Ginsburgh, 

Rasmussen). Furthermore, the possibility of non-uniqueness of equilibrium is "a 

potentially serious problem" for applied general equilibrium models with imperfect 

competition and economies of scale (Mercenier). Finally, regional CGE modeling has 

adapted concepts and specifications from the national and/or trade CGE literature; 

however, the implications of its implementation at the regional level has been greatly 

criticized (i.e., the Armington assumption on product differentiation). 
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4.1.2. Modeling Increasing Returns and Imperfect Competition 

Harris' (1984) work is considered by many as the first successful and compelling 

general equilibrium model to incorporate both imperfect competition and increasing 

returns to scale. His work deals with a small open economy and formulates for first time 

the modeling oflRS using the dual approach (see below). After Harris's work, imperfect 

competitive general equilibrium models have been extensively used, especially in trade 

liberalization issues. 

Imperfect market structures that characterize the product side of the production 

system have been the major focus of the great majority of theoretical and empirical work. 

Monopolistic competition and monopoly competition, for example, have extensively 

been modeled in trade models. However, market imperfections related to the factor 

(input) side of the production system remain unexplored. The reason, at least in the 

opinion of these authors, is the international trade focus of most national CGE models 

where factor market imperfections are of less concern: i.e., how strong is the case for 

monopsony modeling when commodities are traded nationally and internationally? 

However, at the regional level and particularly for agriculture and other natural 

resource based sectors, one may argue for a strong need for modeling input side market 

distortions, i.e. monopsony and cooperative behavior (see Rogers and Sexton). Thus, the 

state of the art of CGE is very promising for output distortions of markets but less 

promising for distortions of input markets. 

4.1.2.1 Increasing Returns -- the Dual Approach 

The modeling of IRS at regional levels is adopted from literature on international 

trade and national CGE formulations. Its implementation/adaptation to regional CGE 
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models has been, with some few exceptions identified by Partridge and Rickman, 

limited. Harris' basic approach is used here. The main characteristic of the approach is 

the use of the dual formulation of increasing returns to scale. Duality is less restrictive in 

modeling and allows treatment of the assumption of convex input requirement sets. 

Under constant returns to scale, marginal costs are assumed. to be constant and 

equal to average variable cost ( vci I xi , where VCi is for variable costs and Xi is output 

for the ith sector). Under increasing returns to scale, average cost is a monotonically 

decreasing function 11 : 

(4.1) FC 
AC=-+MC 

X 

where PC is fixed costs and MC and AC are marginal and average cost, respectively. We 

assume that marginal costs are governed by the preferred constant returns to scale 

production function, but a subset of inputs are committed a priori to production and these 

costs must be covered regardless of the output level. Thus, increasing returns to scale 

takes the form of unrealized economies of scale in production. There is no customary 

procedure in defining fixed costs. Fixed costs may involve the same mix of inputs as 

marginal costs or, alternatively, fixed costs may be assumed to involve a different set of 

11 An alternative specification states average cost equals AC = x 0 - 1 f ( w) where 

/(w) represents the cost function for a homogenous bundle of primary and intermediate 

inputs. This alternative formulation is used to specify scale economies due to returns 

from specialization. 
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inputs. However, the specification of the fixed costs has important consequences for the 

calibration procedure (to be discussed). 

As a measure of unrealized scale economies it is customary to use the concept of 

cost disadvantage ratio ( CDR). The CDR provides an estimate of unrealized economies 

of scale (de Melo and Tarr). Depending on the value of this ratio, an industry may be 

facing economies/diseconomies of scale or it may be operating at the minimum efficient 

scale. The CDR is calculated as: 

CDR=I-Ys 

where S = A5fMc 

and AC and MC are average cost and MC marginal cost, respectively. Thus, if CDR > 0, 

there are Economies of Scale, if CDR < 0, there are Diseconomies of Scale, and 

if CDR = 0, the firm is operating at the Minimum Efficient Scale12. 

4.1.2.2 Increasing Returns -- the Primal Approach 

The primal approach in modeling increasing returns to scale has been infrequently 

used by CGE modelers. The reason is the indeterminacy under increasing returns to 

scale. Kilkenny, however, argues that "when factor markets are geographically 

segmented and the pool of labor is limited" factor costs will rise for an industry, which is 

12 For multi-product scale economies we carry out the following modification: 

s = C(Y) where C and r; are, respectively, cost and output of the /h product. 
(~);-d%1) 
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expanding operation using unexploited increasing returns to scale. Thus, existence of an 

optimal output level is thus obtained. 

In the primal approach, increasing returns to scale are much easier to model. We 

adjust, for example, the coefficients of a Cobb-Douglas production function to exhibit 

increasing returns to scale: doing La 1 > 1 , where f states for factor index and a is the 
f 

exponential (share) parameters in the Cobb-Douglas technology specification. 

4.1.3 Market Power 

Before modeling market power we require specification of the degree of product 

differentiation used in the model. We assume Armington preferences at the regional 

level. Thus, substitution in purchases is allowed between domestically produced 

consumer goods and out-of-region produced consumer goods. Traded goods are 

imperfect substitutes by origin and goods produced domestically are imperfect substitutes 

for imports. Also, goods supplied on the domestic regional market are imperfect 

substitutes for goods supplied for export. Armington specifications also apply to sectors 

with IRS. In those sectors, goods are produced by Ni identical firms implying goods 

produced for domestic sales in these sectors are perfect substitutes. 

4.1.3.1 Contestable pricing 

Two pricing hypotheses are considered for the IRS sectors. First, we assume low-

cost entry and exit such that the threat of entry forces firms to price at average cost. This 

is called the contestable pricing behavior: 

(4.2) PX=AC 
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where PX is the weighted sum of the unit sales prices on the regional (PD) and export 

(PE) markets. Firms in a perfectly contestable market will be forced to operate as 

efficiently as possible, and to charge as low a price as long-run financial survival permits. 

This pricing rule represents only a small departure from the competitive pricing 

rule because price also equals average cost in the long-run equilibrium of the competitive 

model (de Melo and Tarr). Another advantage of contestable pricing is that it is very 

easy to calibrate. According to de Melo and Tarr, the calibration process is complete by 

just equating output price to average cost. 

4.1.3.2 From monopoly to oligopoly 

In the second alternative, we assume that each (identical) firm behaves in the 

regional market as if it is facing a downward-sloping demand curve. The equilibrium 

condition for each firm is given by: 

(4.3) PD-MC 1+8 

PD Nr. 

where r. is the endogenous elasticity of aggregate sectoral demand, N is the number of 

firms, and e is the representative firm's conjecture about the response of competitors to 

its output decision. This alternative is the conjectural variation specification where one 

may or may not have entry/exit assumptions. 

In long-run equilibrium, entry/exit ensures zero profits. If N represents the 

number of firms, then as N ~ oo we expect e ~ o; thus, firms behave competitively. Why 

should the representative firm's conjecture banish as the number of firms increase? Two 

explanations are given. First, collusion among firms is more difficult to coordinate if 

more firms arrive to the market, and second, more firms imply greater availability of 
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varieties. A conjecture formulation that accounts for both product variety and effects on 

collusion of firms is given by: 

(4.4) 

where AQ_j is the change in aggregate output of other firms due to a change in the /h 

firm, and N is an arbitrary number normalized to unity in the calibration. 

On the other hand, with barriers to entry it is possible to have supernormal profit 

because firms sell in the domestic regional market at a price PD> PD. If we define an 

exogenous rate of profit ( \If ) per unit of regional sales, then the mark-up pricing equation 

( 4.2) is replaced by: 

-
(4.5) PX ·(P D,PE) = AC·(l+\lf) 

This equation is the same for contestable market scenario when \If = o . In the conjectural 

variation case, we have n = \If • 

The empirical example applies all of these modeling techniques to the Oklahoma 

region. In addition to the high concentration of the industry, Oklahoma foresters have 

limited options on where to sell their timber because of costly transportation and long 

distances between processing centers. All of this propitiates some kind of imperfect 

structure for the timber market (raw material market) in which wood processing 

industries are capable of affecting the price paid for timber. Such an industry structure 

may result in imperfect competition not only in the buying side but also in the selling side 

of the market. For example,· high concentration in the pulp manufacturing industry 

increases the likelihood of lower outputs and higher price than under a competitive 
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structure. As well, it's actions may distort the timber market, thus affecting the welfare of 

both forest land owners and consumers (Tillman,1985). 

Peterson, Hertel, and Stout, on the other hand, assessed the limitations of static, 

deterministic, reduced form, supply-demand (SD) models of agricultural trade. They 

believe that there is more to gain in better detailed partial equilibrium analysis (i.e., SD 

models) than extending efforts in more complex dynamics and uncertainty issues. In their 

final comments, the authors admitted that to obtain an accurate assessment of the effects 

of agricultural policy liberalization, a general equilibrium closure is not crucial when one 

is interested in the farm-level effects of liberalization. However, again their argument is 

based on the competitive environment. De Melo and Tarr argue that inter-industry 

linkages are best captured in a general equilibrium framework. It is argued, partial 

equilibrium yields accurate estimates for particular sectors, however, estimates of 

aggregate costs of regional policies across sectors, for example, require a general 

equilibrium model to account for region-wide budget and resource constraints. 

4.2 Oklahoma Regional CGE Model 

The economy is small and open in the sense that prices of tradable commodities and 

tradable intermediate inputs are determined exogenously in the national market place. 

The model consists of six sectors. Non-manufacturing activities include the 

agriculture(A), mining (M), and services (S) sectors. The forest complex consists of two 

sectors: the forest products industry (P) and forestry (RM). The last sector is 

manufacturing (MA) which integrates manufacturing industries except for forest products 
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industry. There are three primary factors of production, capital (K), labor (L), and land 

(T). Land and capital are assumed to be in fixed supply in the short run but only land in 

the long run is fixed. Labor supply is affected by migration flows as well as capital in the 

long run. The regional CGE model includes one household group, one government level, 

enterprise and investment ( capital formation) account. 

The model allows substitution between imported and regionally produced 

commodities through a constant elasticity of substitution (CES) function and substitution 

between exports and regional markets through a constant elasticity of transformation 

(CET) function. The basic data for CGE is a social accounting matrix for the State of 

Oklahoma developed for the year 1993 based on data obtained from Minnesota IMPLAN 

Group (MIG) Inc. (see table 4.1). In our model, households possess endowments of 

labor, land and capital. The assumption of competitive market with full information and 

agents characterized by profit and/or utility maximizing behavior is maintained in 5 

sectors (A, M, MA, RM, S). A sector is an aggregation of many producers, but the sector 

is treated as a single firm in the model. Similarly, many similar households are treated as 

a single household. 

Exogenous parameters used in the model include elasticities of substitution, 

elasticities of transformation, elasticities of labor and capital migration. Relative prices 

are assumed to be the only force that determines the flow of commodities and factors. 

Therefore, all prices are expressed in terms of relative value with respect to a base price 

of one. The regional market price of the composite good is a weighted average of the 

imported and domestic good prices, except for the timber sector, which only has one 
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regional (domestic) price. Import prices are exogenous to the region whereas regional 

prices are endogenous. 

Production functions are characterized at two (nested) levels. At the first level, 

each of six production sectors produces only one homogeneous commodity using 

intermediate and primary inputs. Technology assumes no substitution between composite 

intermediate inputs and composite primary factors nor between intermediate inputs 

produced by different sectors. This is the Leontief input-output production function 

technology. At the second level, substitution among primary factors of labor, capital and 

land is represented by a decreasing returns to scale Cobb-Douglas (C-D) production 

function for agriculture (A) and the forestry sector (RM) (land is fixed in both sectors). 

Cobb-Douglas production function with labor and capital is used for the other sectors (P, 

MA, M, and S). 

Demand for the composite and individual intermediate inputs is derived from the 

Leontief input-output production relationship whereas primary factor demand is 

determined from the C-D production relationship by profit maximizing for each sector. 

The model assumes that full employment is always attained by adjustment of the wage 

rate and the rates of return to land and capital for a given time period. Land is used only 

in agriculture and forestry and is assumed fixed in supply ( T) for each. Labor migration 

is a function of the ratio of regional and out-of-region wage rate, the elasticity of labor 

migration, and base year labor supply. Similarly, capital migration is a function of the 

domestic/out-of-region capital price ratio, the elasticity of capital migration, and base 

year capital supply. 
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Intermediate inputs are treated as a mix of regional and imported products. 

Quantity of the intermediate input demanded is described by a constant elasticity of 

substitution (CES) function between regional and imported components. The elasticities 

of substitution are exogenously specified. However, we don't allow the raw material 

(timber) input to be transported from Oklahoma to other regions or from other regions to 

Oklahoma. Therefore, the quantity of raw material intermediate input ( V RM = X RM) is 

determined in the region by a derived demand of the forest product industry (P). In 

general, the regional intermediate input demand is obtained from first order conditions of 

cost minimization subject to a given level of composite intermediate input defined by the 

CES function. Relative prices of regionally produced and imported inputs and the 

elasticity of substitution parameter determine regional intermediate input demand. 

Similarly, each sector produces for both export and regional markets, except in 

the case of raw material input where forestry (RM) sector only produces for the regional 

market. A constant elasticity of transformation (CET) function describes this 

transformation process. The regional supply function for goods is derived from the first 

order conditions for maximizing revenue subject to a given output level with the CET 

function. Relative prices of regional goods to exported goods and the constant elasticity 

of transformation parameter determine regional supply and export supply for market 

goods except for the forest product sector (P) where we assume that the regional supply is 

filled first and then the rest of production is exported 13 • 

13 This raises two further issues: if the sector presents increasing returns, the 
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Household annual income is determined by the level of ownership of the primary 

factors (labor, land, and capital), factor prices, and government transfers. Government 

transfers are assumed fixed in this analysis. 

Consumer demand functions are derived from maximization of utility. The 

Stone-Geary utility function is used which results in a linear expenditure system (LES) 

that satisfies the assumption of a diminishing marginal rate of substitution. The demand 

system derived from this utility function satisfies the general properties required; 

homogeneity of degree zero in all prices and income, symmetry of cross-substitution 

effects, adding up condition, and negativity of direct substitution effects. Household 

consumption is modeled at two levels. The first level determines consumption of the 

composite market goods derived from utility maximization subject to prices and full 

income. The average budget shares are calculated from the SAM data. 

The second level determines the optimal combination of imported and regional 

consumer goods. The optimal combination is the result of first order conditions for cost 

minimization subject to the level of composite commodity obtained from the first level 

which is expressed as a CES function of imported and regionally produced components. 

Relative prices and the elasticity of substitution determine the optimal combination. 

representative firm (as modeled here) may have unlimited exports; if the raw material 

supply is not elastic enough, how could the firm exploit their economies of scale. We 

model these issues by assuming. that the industry is at, or is near the minimum efficient 

scale. 
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Government revenues include indirect business taxes, factor taxes, and household 

and corporate income taxes. Their expenditures include commodity consumption, 

transfers to household, and payment to labor. Quantity of commodity consumption is 

held constant, but as regional prices change total government expenditure changes. The 

proportion of regional relative to imported commodities specified by a CES function 

changes as discussed above for the household. 

Total saving is composed of household savings, retained earnings for enterprises, and 

net transfers (saving) from rest-of-world. Capital expenditures are for investment 

demand and include regional produced and imported components as specified through a 

CES function. Capital expenditures are the result of a fixed quantity (exogenous) and a 

regionally determined composite. Gross regional product is before tax factor income 

generated from the production activities of the region plus indirect business taxes. A 

monopsony structure is imposed to the raw material market. Firms are assumed to 

minimize cost subject to a given output level. 

The different market structure studied requires modeling of industries in terms of 

marginal pricing rules. That is, firms are instructed to sell their outputs at prices which 

satisfy the necessary conditions for optimality (Villar, 1996). Non-linear programming 

algorithms (GAMS) are used to solve for prices and welfare effects. 

4.3 Data Requirements 

A social accounting matrix (SAM) was developed using the information from 

IMPLAN and the Bureau of Economic Analysis (BEA) for the state of Oklahoma for the 

year 1993. In this study, employee compensation, proprietary income and other property 
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income were distributed to factors of labor, capital and land and indirect business taxes 

were allocated to government following procedures in Koh (1991), Lee (1993) and 

Budiyanti (1995). 

The estimated social accounting matrix (SAM) for the impact region is presented 

in Table 4.1. We have considered the forest complex to constitute the forestry sector and 

the forest product industry (FPI). The forestry sector was treated as making good 

purchases from other sectors but only selling to the forest product industry. Thus, in the 

social accounting matrix, the forestry sector only reports sales to the forest product 

industry sector and does not export. 

About 0.08 percent of FPI expenditures were spent on raw-materials from the 

timber sector ($44.4 million). The remaining expenditures by this sector were considered 

to include purchases of imported and regional produced commodities. Forestry sector, on 

the other hand, purchases intermediate goods from both sources: imports and regional 

markets. However, it is restricted to the regional market for its output. 

In the calibration process, we use exogenous parameters for some elasticities: 

elasticity of capital/labor substitution; import price. elasticities of demand; and export 

supply price elasticities. Table A.4 in appendix A gives these parameters and their 

sources. 
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CHAPTERV 

IMPLEMENTATION OF THE REGIONAL CGE MODEL 

5.1 The Oklahoma Forest Products Industry Under Monopsony Structure 

This section presents the modification to the perfect competitive model needed to 

accommodate monopsony market structure between the raw material seller (timber 

producer) and the raw material buyers (Forest Product Industry). 

Oklahoma's forest products industry (P) is modeled by a single-representative-

firm that uses an intermediate input composite made of raw material intermediate input 

( V RM,P ) and other intermediate inputs ( Y;,P V i '* RM). The industry also uses a primary 

factor composite (VAP =f(Lp,Kp)) of labor and capital. Labor (LP) and capital (KP) are 

combined in a CES functional form and we design it as the value-added composite. 

We assume that the firm uses both value-added and intermediate composite to 

produce a homogenous output ( X p ). Therefore, the decision of production is carried out 

in two steps. First, the firm chooses intermediate and value-added levels according to the 

Leontief production relationship given by: 

(5.1) 
. [VAp °Vi,P V6,p] X =Mm----···-

P ' ' ' 
ao,P al,P a6,P 
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where 1, ... ,6 represents the l11 sector (A, M, P, RM, MA, and S), a0,P is the composite 

valued added requirement per unit of output of the processing industry; a1,P , ••• , a6,P are 

the requirements of intermediate goods per unit of output of the processing industry. 

At this step, the firm will not waste any input with a positive price, hence levels of 

value-added composite and intermediate inputs are obtained from the following relations: 

(5.2) X p = VAp = Vi,P Vi= A,M,RM,MA,P, and S. 
ao,P ai,P 

The second step consists of choosing the labor and capital levels. Factor demands 

are derived from cost minimization subject to a given level of output. We use a CES 

function to represent the production relationship between labor and capital. The CES 

value-added function for the wood processing industry is given by: 

(5.3) VA 
CJ P = VA 

1-pp 

1 

where <j>; A , 8? , CJ ? , and 'A, are shift, factor share parameters, elasticity of 

substitution, and returns to scale parameter, respectively. We assume constant returns to 

scale based on the empirical results of chapter III. 

Allen partial elasticities of substitution and elasticities of size between capital and 

labor given by Vincent, et al were averaged to 1.0334 and 1.24, respectively. Thus, we 

obtain a p ;A value of 0.03234. The CES value-added function for P sector is given by: 

Profit maximization in the Forest Products Industry is assumed. The industry represented 

by a single-representative firm is assumed to be a profit maximizer. It chooses the level 

of output so to maximize its profit function given by: 
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where n , P , PVC, IC, and lbt are profits, output pnce, primary variable costs, 

intermediate costs, and indirect business tax rate of the processing industry (P). Equation 

(5.5) assumes separability of intermediate and primary inputs. On this basis, we further 

assumed constant primary variable costs. We use the fixed coefficient technology 

(Leontief relationship) to express (5.5) as: 

(5.6) 

1tp =PpXp-PVCp(PL,PK,Xp)-PRM(VRM,P)·VRM,P - LP; ·~,P -ibtpXpPp 
i¢RM 

where PL and PK, are price oflabor and capital, respectively. Three aspects are important 

to note in the construction of equation (5.6). First, the horizontal bar over the price of 

output indicates that the representative firm takes the price of their output as given: no 

monopoly power is guaranteed to the firm. Second, the primary variable cost component 

(PVCP) is a dual to the CES value-added function defined previously, hence, its 

arguments are the prices of labor,. capital and the level of output. Remember it is assumed 

that this component of the cost structure of the firm is characterized by "constant 

marginal cost". Finally, we note that intermediate costs are separated into two 

components: raw material intermediate input and other intermediate inputs. This follows 

a required specification of the model so the buyer market power exertion can be modeled. 

Solving equation (5.2) for the intermediate and value-added variables, equation 

(5.6) becomes: 
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where $, cr, 8 , and, 'A are the CES value-added function shift parameter, labor-capital 

elasticity of substitution, CES value-added function share parameter, and returns to scale 

parameter, respectively. 

Calibration of the Forest Products Industry offers new challenges when 

benchmarking or calibrating production for a sector that assumes imperfect competition. 

In the case at hand, the forest products industry is assumed to exert monopsony profits 

from the raw material input market as well as possessing constant returns to scale 

technology. 

5.2 Calibration Procedure 

We assume a monopsonistic market structure where the only buyer is the 

processing industry. The presence of a monopsonist prescribes the possibility of profit 

exertion from the raw material sector (forestry sector). Thus, to calibrate a monopsony 

model we are required to determine profits at the base year. The profit function for the 

forest products industry sector was given in (5.6). The intermediate costs include the 

intermediate raw material coming from the forestry sector (RM) and other sectors. 

Because we allow for power exertion in raw material intermediate input market, the raw 

material intermediate input cost of equation (5.6) is expressed by: 

( 5. 8) P Rm (V RA,f,P) • V RA,f,P 

where the price of raw material P = is a function of the industry's demand for raw 

material. Next, using equalities described in (5.2) and the first order condition for profit 

maximization, it could be proven that the monopsony maximizes profit when: 
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- oPVCp ( 1 ) . (5.9)Pp- -""'P;pa;p-a1srP=aRMPPRM l+ s \:fi=A,M,P,MA,andS ax LJ,, , , s p I RM,PRM 

where the left-hand side is the difference between the marginal revenue (Pp) and the 

marginal cost of processing less the marginal cost of raw material intermediate input cost. 

The term E ~ P , defined as: , RM 

(5.10) BvRM,p PRM _ BXRM PRM 
E;.,,,,Prm =--------- where vRM,P =XRM 

BP RM V RM,P - BP RM X Rm 

is the own price supply elasticity for the forestry sector. The right-hand side of equation 

(5.9) indicates that for profit maximization under the monopsony market structure a price 

distortion occurs. Following Azzam and Schroeter, we define the proportional gap 

between the value of the marginal product of the raw material (net of marginal processing 

costs and marginal indirect business taxes) and the price of the raw material input as: 

(5.11) 1 
v=-s--

ERM,PRM 

which for the case of monopsony market defines the price supply flexibility of raw 

material. The parameter v connects the production technology of the forestry sector with 

the profit maximization behavior of the forest products industry sector. 

Estimating the price distortion, we need to derive production and supply functions 

for the forestry sector that replicates base year data of Table 4.1. Thus we start with the 

production function. The forestry sector (RM) gathers under the single-representative-

firm many identical (small) producers of raw material (logs, roundwood, etc.) who are 

precluded from affecting raw material price. Due to high costs in transportation, raw 

material producers are regional price-takers. We assume a representative-firm for the 

forestry sector that produces raw material product ( X RM) to be sold exclusively to 
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processors in the forest products industry sector (P). At the first production, the Leontief 

production function is described by: 

(5 12) X = Min[VARM °Vi,RM ... v6,RM J· 
. RM ' ' ' ao,RM al,RM a6,RM 

Value-added composite faces increasing marginal costs because we fixed the amount of 

available land. The Cobb-Douglas production function is used to express the value-added 

relationships among the primary factors of production - land, labor, and capital. The 

Cobb-Douglas function is given by: 

L K T 

(5 13) VA = ,1. L"-RM K"-RM T"-RM 
• RM 'fRM RM RM Rm 

Where T, K, and L are land, capital and labor, respectively; <I> RM is a technical shifter; 

a :W V i = L, K, T, are share parameters obtained from the expenditures of the forestry 

sector in Table 4.1. Calibration of the value added production function yields: 

In the short run, we assume land to be fixed, therefore the industry optimizes over labor 

and capital levels. The restricted value added function becomes: 

(5.15) VARM(L,K IT)= 124.74 -L~K';;/ 

Using equation (5.2) for the forestry sector (RM), we calibrated the coefficient parameters 

of equation (5.12). These are: 

aO,RM = 0.453, a A,RM = 0.245, aM,RM = 0.037, aP,RM = 0.099, aMA,RM = 0.078, aS,RM = 0.065, a/BT,RM = 0.022 

To obtain the total regional supply function for raw material intermediate input (V RM) we 

used the relationship X RM = V ARM , and the fact that no out of the region supply is allowed. 
aO,RM 

We used results of Beattie and Taylor (pagel 72) to obtain the supply function given by: 
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where PL and PK are price of labor and capital, respectively. From (5.16) we obtained 

v = o. 7225 which yields profits in the base year of 29 .2 million dollars ( v x P RM x V RM p) 

where the price of raw material input has been normalized to unity and the level of raw 

material supply is 40.400 physical units (see, SAM data in Table 4.1). 

Next, we adjust the base year capital factor retribution in Table 4.1 by the amount 

of profits. Therefore, the level of capital used in calibration of the value added function of 

the FPI sector is $496.6 million instead of the $525. 78 million originally assumed. The 

$29 .2 million monopsonist' s profits are then allocated to enterprise which then passes it 

to institutions. 

Then to calibrate share parameters of the CES value-added function, we use: 

We normalized prices of labor and capital to unity and used the new capital level. We 

calibrated the share parameter for labor to be 0.2813344 and the share parameter for 

capital to be 0.718665. 

The primary variable cost function (PVCp) is a dual to (5.4), the CES value-added 

function. By solving the following cost minimization problem 

M!J!, PL·Lp +PK·Kp 
L,K 

(5.18) 
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where we have assumed constant returns to scale ( A = 1 ), we can derive the indirect cost 

function in terms of factor prices and value-added composite (Beattie and Taylor, page 

248): 

1-p 

(5.19) c(PL,PK,VAp)=(VAP)·(~-1)-[co?)1!P ·PL-rx-p +(1-0?)1!P ·PK-rx-pJ-::j;"" 

If the share parameter and the labor-capital elasticity of substitution are substituted into 

(5.19), primary variable cost function takes the form: 

Then, one may use the SAM data to solve equation (5.20) for the shift parameter. This 

because we have normalized the price of the factor to unity, therefore, one will expect the 

total expenditure in primary factors to be given by the expression PL ·LP +PK ·KP . This 

expression is obtained from our SAM data . We calibrate the shift parameter ~? by 

using the expression: 

(5.21) ~p = 
0.3836 

This yields a shift parameter of 1.801. 

Next, we notice that under CRS technologies and perfect competitive markets, the 

average cost (AC) and marginal cost (MC) of an industry are exchangeable terms. 

However, the assumption of monopsony market implies that average revenue is greater 

than marginal cost in our base year data. How much do they differ? They differ by the 

amount of the average profits. To see this, recall that the firm maximizes profits by 

choosing the output level that maximizes equation (5.7). Note that this equation is 
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completely a function of the output variable ( X P ). The marginal profit function is given 

by: 

mtp --Pp_ BPVCp (5.22) 
BXp BXp 

This marginal profit function equals zero if the industry maximizes its profits. Both 

expressions of the marginal profit represent the same concept, only that equation (5.23) 

has the expression for the derivatives. It is also important to indicate the fact that the 

partial of the primary variable cost function is for the expression with gross output 

variable as an argument, not the value added composite. Thus, it is close to the partial of 

equation (5.20). 

Next, we solve (5.23) for the marginal primary variable costs component and 

substitute prices and values derived from our SAM. Those are obtained from equation 

(5.2): 

aOP =0.3836, aAP =0.0021, aMP =0.0459, app =0.0141, 
' ' ' ' 

aMAP =0.2577, asp =0.2093, a!BTP =0.048 , ' , 

Thus, profit maximization can now be expressed by the unit profit function obtained 

when equation (5.5) is divided by total output (Xp): 

7t PViC "PV P ibt (5.24) - = Pp - P -LJ-1 _,, ____ P 

Xp Xp ; Xp Xp 

Substituting our calibration results in (5.24) is a test of the accuracy of the procedure. 

Because we normalize prices to unity, this equation holds for our data. The validated 
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model is given in Appendix B, in addition to the equation description of the model in 

Appendix A. 
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CHAPTER VI 

EVALUATING A PRO-COMPETITIVE SHOCK IN 

THE RAW MATERIAL MARKET 

If the raw material market structure changes from a monopsony market to a 

perfect competitive market, we will be able to examine effects of the pro-competitive 

shock. This pro-competitive environment is justified in terms of possible value-added 

processing incursions by cooperatives, the arrival of other firms, or a new technological 

strategy that makes transportation of raw material less restrictive. 

The way we have modeled monopsony market structure allows us to simulate a 

pro-competitive movement in the raw material market. To see how, observe equation 

5.11 where the supply elasticity is given. We notice that if the raw material supply is 

.infinitely elastic, the industry will not be able to reap monopsonistic profits no matter 

how high the degree of concentration and/or collusion. By redefining the value of the 

supply elasticity and solving the model for new equilibrium prices we see the effects a 

pro-competitiveness scenario bears in the regional economy. 

Table 6.1 shows short-run simulation results for major endogenous variables. An 

index greater (less) than unity implies positive (negative) change in percentage terms 

with respect to base year values. The most significant changes accrue to the forest 

complex: forestry and forest products industry. Raw material price increases 2.55% and 

the sector output increases by 1.33%. This implies a price elasticity of 0.52 for raw 

materials sector. Although, marginal output increases from 40.4 million to 40.94 million, 
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the total revenue from raw material increases from $40.4 million to $42.0 million, 

representing additional income of a little less than 1.1 million dollars for raw material 

producers. 

In addition to the revenue change, we observe the way costs for the forestry sector 

changed. The new competitive structure of the raw material market affects the retribution 

to factors: both capital, and land have higher returns (3.9 % see Table 6.1), however, the 

price of labor is almost intact (0.01 % see table 6.3). Prices for regional intermediate 

inputs are almost unchanged as the first column of Table 6.1 shows. With respect to 

factor usage, labor demand in the forestry sector increases 3.9 %. Total value added then 

increases by 1.3%. Whether raw material producers will receive additional factor 

incomes depends on the regional factor ownership. If we assume regional land 

ownership, then raw material producers are compensated 3 .95% more for their land 

endowment. Using the base year data, this implies that land compensation increases by 

$303,000 thousand dollars. 

On the other hand, FPI output increases 1.32% and the sector receives a 0.23% 

lower price for its product (see Table 6.1 ). That translates to additional revenues of 

$19.54 million for the FPL However, pure monopsony profits have disappeared. This 

sector also has a higher return to capital (4.9%). According to simulation results, the FPI 

will sell most of its increase in output to the export market (2% increase) and regional 

intermediate market (0. 7% increase): little change happens to the final demand for FPI 

(Table 6.1, columns IQ). Outside the forest complex, changes in variables are small, less 

that 0.01 %. This is not surprising considering that the entire forestry sector output is less 

that 0.03% of the total output for the region. 
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TABLE 6.1 SHOR-RUN SIMULATION RESULTS. INDEXES REPORTED FOR MAJOR ENDOGENOUS VARIABLES 

IP IPR IPX IX IEXP IIMP JR IVA IL IK IT IPK IPT IQ IQR IQM 

AGR 1.00001 1.00001 1.00000 0.99996 0.99994 1.00001 0.99999 0.99996 0.99984 1.00000 1.00000 0.99998 0.99998 0.99974 0.99973 0.99975 
MIN 1.00005 1.00007 1.00003 0.99995 0.99985 1.00006 1.00004 0.99995 0.99987 1.00000 1.00002 0.99970 0.99970 0.99973 
RM 1.02550 1.02550 1.01326 1.01326 1.03938 1.00000 1.00000 1.03953 1.03953 
FPI 0.99802 0.99573 0.99772 1.01326 1.02001 0.99465 1.00742 1.01326 1.04904 1.00000 1.04920 1.00173 1.01217 0.99690 
MAN 1.00002 1.00003 1.00002 0.99992 0.99987 1.00020 0.99997 0.99992 0.99989 1.00000 1.00003 0.99973 0.99965 0.99977 
SER 1.00005 1.00007 1.00006 0.99990 0.99986 1.00005 0.99991 0.99990 0.99984 1.00000 0.99999 0.99970 0.99967 0.99980 
where P, PR, PK, and PT stands for composite, regional, capital and land prices. X, EXP, L, VA, R, IMP, Q, QR, and QM stand for regional output, exports, 

labor demand, value added, regional production consumed in the region, imports, final compostte demand for commodttles, final regional 

demand for comodtties, and Imported final demand for commodtties, respectively . 

......i 
0 TABLE 6.2 LONG-RUN SIMULATION RESULTS. INDEXES REPORTED FOR MAJOR ENDOGENOUS VARIABLES 

IP IPR IPX IX IEXP IIMP JR IVA IL IK IT IPK IPT IQ IQR IQM 

AGR 1.00015 1.00025 1.00010 0.99881 0.99842 0.99986 0.99940 0.99881 0.99852 0.99756 1.00000 1.00142 0.99897 0.99975 0.99956 0.99991 
MIN 1.00097 1.00131 1.00068 0.99795 0.99599 0.99979 0.99976 0.99795 0.99856 0.99759 1.00142 0.99893 0.99888 0.99953 
RM 1.06612 1.06612 1.09566 1.09566 1.17089 1.16976 1.00000 1.00142 1.17142 
FPI 0.98584 0.97064 0.98486 1.09566 1.14630 0.96320 1.05139 1.09566 1.09643 1.09537 1.00142 1.01426 1.08934 0.97998 
MAN 1.00017 1.00038 1.00020 0.99912 0.99854 1.00180 0.99963 0.99912 0.99943 0.99847 1.00142 0.99972 0.99881 1.00015 
SER 1.00050 1.00067 1.00056 0.99981 0.99942 1.00125 0.99989 0.99981 1.00017 0.99920 1.00142 0.99940 0.99908 1.00042 
where P, PR, PK, and PT stands for composite, regional, capttal and land prices. X, EXP, L, VA, R, IMP, Q, QR, and QM stand for regional output, exports, 

labor demand, value added, regional production consumed In the region, imports, final compostte demand for commodtties, final regional 

demand for comodtties, and imported final demand for commodities, respectively. 



Long-run simulation results for a pro-competitive change in the raw material 

market are presented in Table 6.2. Again forest complex gathers the more significant 

changes. Forestry sector increases output by 9.5% and receives a 6.61 % higher price. 

Total revenue increases almost 6.79 million dollars. Factor prices differ to those obtained 

in the short run. For capital, the percentage change is 1. 7%, for land is 17% and for labor 

0.04 %. Labor and capital demand increase similarly, 17.01% and 16.97%, respectively. 

Price of land increase is 11 % more that the short-run increase. This is because the only 

fixed factor now is land. 

On the other hand, FPI output increases 9.5% but receivel.52% less per unit of 

output. Total exports of the sector increase by 14.6% and demand for labor and capital 

increases 9.64% and 9.54%, respectively. It appears that capital mobility allows the forest 

products manufacturing sector to better respond to the pro-competitive shock. To see this, 

one may argue that the lower return to capital faced in the long run compared to the 

short-run, makes the FPI demand more capital relative to labor and thus, allowing more 

flexibility to adjust to the new economic environment. 

Table 6.3 shows regional indexes for the pro-competitive short-run and long run 

simulation. In general, changes for Oklahoma economic indexes are very small. This 

finding was expected due to the nature and size of the forest complex. The gross regional 

product increases by 0.05% and 0.15% in the short-run and long run scenario, 

respectively. Also, total exports of the region increases by 0.03% and 0.19% in the short

run and long run scenarios, respectively. Interesting aspect to notice from Table 6.3 is the 

change in the household income index. In the short-run household income index 

decreased lightly 0.02% but in the long run scenario the household income index 
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increased to 0.04% inverting the effect of the short-run. Other indexes concernmg 

original household income and adjusted household income show similar behavior as well 

as do the household saving index. A possible explanation for this phenomenon is the 

effect that the assumption concerning monopsony profit distribution has in the model. 

Since monopsony profit where distributed to household group in a direct way, when the 

new solution (simulation) in found, the model has subtracted the entire profit from the 

household budget. In the short run, the compensation increase that households obtained 

for their endowments (land, capital, and labor endowments) is not enough to compensate 

the lost of monopsony profit in their budget. However, in the long run scenario 

compensation is greater. 

An alternative to direct monopsony profit distribution would have been to 

incorporate profit into a capital account. Then, by assuming that capital rent are past to 

regional household and out-of-region household, retained earnings, enterprise income 

distributed to household, and enterprise taxes could be estimated from this new definition 

of capital account. With monopsony profit specified through a capital account rather than 

directly to household, an increase in the household income index in the short-run scenario 

will be likely. 

There are two important observations on the magnitude of values reported in 

Table 6.3. Although, these represent changes of small magnitude, when we take in 

consideration the fact that forestry and FPI are located in a sub-region ( eastern 

Oklahoma) instead of spread throughout the state, we get a better perspective of the 
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TABLE 6.3 REGIONAL INDEXES FOR THE PRO-COMPETITIVE SIMULATION 

INDEX Short-run Long-run DESCRIPTION 

ITX 1.00014 1.00096 Total Output index 
ITE 1.00036 1.00195 Total Export index 
ITL 1.00014 1.00041 Total labor demand index 
IPL 1.00015 1.00045 Wage rate index 
TLSRAT.L 1.00000 1.00000 lab supply ratio 
ITK 1.00127 1.00272 Total Capital use index 
ITT 1.00041 1.00084 Total Land use index 
IGRP 1.00058 1.00146 Gross region product index 
ITVA 1.00010 1.00081 Total Value added index 
ITR 1.00003 1.00046 Total Reg. supply index 
ITM 0.99998 1.00037 Total Import index 
IAYH 0.99978 0.99998 Index for adjusted hh income 
IYH 0.99988 1.00031 Household (in the region) income index 
ITYH 0.99988 1.00031 Total household income index 
IAYHTRA 0.98177 0.98203 djusted Household income net of TRANSFER 
IYGOV 1.00008 1.00044 Government revenue index 
IGOVEXP 1.00008 1.00024 Government expenditure index 
ILS 1.00000 1.00000 Labor supply index 
IDYH 0.99988 1.00031 Disposable income index 
IHSAV 0.99988 1.00031 Household saving index 
IAHEXP 0.99988 1.00031 adj. Household expenditure index 

CAPCOMP 2.75597 8.43670 Capital Compensation 
NET GOV 0.00894 6.57539 Net Revenue for government 
TAYH Total Adjusted hh income 
YHCH -13.60451 -5.50069 Change in hh income 
AYHCH -12.11226 -0.93715 Change in Adjusted Household income 
GRPCH 36.18752 91.56268 Change in Gross regional product 
LANDCOMP 0.09255 0.28340 Land Compensation 
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significance of those changes. Second, because we assume that at the base year 

monopsony profits are passed to households and not sent out of the region, we may have 

under-specified the pervasive effects of buyer market power in the raw material market. 

Finally, by comparing columns IPR and IX in Tables 6.1 and 6.2, we observe that 

sectors with an increase in price were not able to increase their production except for the 

raw material sector. Forest products industry, however, match the decrease of output 

price with an increase of output supply. Chen and Lent, and Kinnucan and Sullivan 

studies, although using different framework of analysis, have reported the possibility of 

simultaneous price and output increases when imperfect competition is assumed. We 

believe that our results extend their findings to the CGE framework. 
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CHAPTER VII 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

Monopsony power-exertion in agricultural commodity markets is likely to be 

present in many rural economies. Using the monopsony structure of the raw material 

market in Oklahoma, the necessary modifications to the standard computable general 

equilibrium model were introduced. Successfully, a calibrated and validated monopsony 

model for Oklahoma was implemented in a computable general equilibrium framework. 

A pro-competitive shock in the market structure of the raw material market was 

simulated using the monopsony regional CGE model. Changes in the state and household 

income, disposable income, commodity exports, commodity imports, commodity prices, 

wage rate, and rates of return to capital were estimated. 

Simulation results indicate that changes at the state level are not of big magnitude. 

However, when the redistribution of revenues between forest products industry and the 

forestry industry are considered, a case for increased competition in the raw material 

sector appears to have been brought out. Under the hypothesis that CGE gives more 

accurate and realistic estimates compared to alternative methods i.e., partial equilibrium, 

CGE modeling allows a better understanding of what is happening in the regional 

economy. For example, results suggest forestry sector benefits from a pro-competitive 

shock in the raw material market structure; however, other factors will affect the level of 

welfare change, i.e., forest-land ownership. 
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Two contributions of this research should be emphasized; one concerns economic 

policy, the other modeling techniques available to regional scientists. First, with the 

example of the forest product industry we have brought evidence of welfare gains when 

competition is inserted in raw material (first-handler) markets. A policy oriented to 

improve the competition in the raw material market by, for example, promoting value

added processing cooperatives in the forestry region of eastern Oklahoma, will result in a 

redistribution of the monopsonistic profit assumed in the base year. Thus, raw material 

producers will increase their total revenue by 27 million dollars, which could be 

interpreted as an increase in the rate of return to land by almost 2%. On the other hand, it 

is argued that research results will be more significant for a CGE model implemented for 

a smaller area, i.e., an eighteen timber-producer-counties area (eastern Oklahoma). Areas 

with an economy connected to a specific industry will be affected strongly by the 

monopsonistic structure of markets. 

Secondly, the procedure used here to calibrate our monopsony CGE model offers 

new possibilities for regional scientists interested in modeling imperfect market 

structures. No CGE model has been reported in the literature that incorporates 

monopsony market in the general equilibrium framework. The method presented in 

Chapter 5 " Implementation of the Regional CGE Model" must be considered, however, 

preliminary. 

A further step to incorporate imperfect market structure in CGE is the oligopsony 

case. This requires further modification to the models, especificaly the introduction of a 

variable for number of firms and an explicit specification of supply elasticities. 
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The contributions of this research may be affected by the assumption of constant 

returns to scale and the static nature of the modeling technique used. An examination of 

how these assumptions affect the validation of our analysis would be highly desirable. 

Nevertheless, the direct allocation of monopsony profits to regional households may also 

limit the validation of our analysis. 
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TABLEA.1 ( Continued) 

Equation Description No. of Endogenous Exogenous Parameters 
Equations Equations Variables Variables 
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TABLE A.2 

SUBSCRIPT NOTATION 

DESCRIPTION 

Sectors and commodities 

Agricultural sectors 

Nonagricultural sectors 

Sectors with exported 

Sectors with imported and 

regional produce demand 

Export sectors 

No export sectors 

Regional consumed goods 

'Factors 

Factors no land 

Government 
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TABLE A.3 

SUMMARY OF ENDOGENOUS VARIABLES 

VARIABLES DESCRIPTION NUMBER 

z Objective Function Value 1 
PROF Profits of the monopsonist 1 
PL Wage rate 1 
PK(i) Cap ratel 1 or6 
PT(i) Land rent 2 
PN(i) Net output price 6 
PR(i) Regional price 6 
P(i) Composite price 6 
PX(i) Composite price faced by consumers 6 
LAB(i) Labor demand 6 
CAP(i) · capital demand 6 
LAND(ag) Land demand 2 
TCAP Total Capital Demand 1 
TLAB Total Labor Demand 1 
TL AND Total land demand 1 
LS Labor supply 1 
TLSrat lab supply ratio 1 
ALS Adj labor supply 1 
LMIG Labor migration 1 
Mratio Migr compared to initial lab supply 1 
KMIG Capital migration 1 
VA(i) Value added 6 
VG,i) Composite intermediate good demand 6 
VMG,i) Imported int good demand 36 
VRG,i) Reg int good demand 36 
R(i) Regional supply 6 
X(i) Output 6 
EXP(ie) Export 5 
M(im) Import 5 
TVM(i) Imported int good total demand 5 
TVR(i) Reg int good total demand 5 
TV(i) Compos. intermediate good total demand 6 
adjL Labor adjustment 1 
adjK Capital adjustment 1 
LY Labor income ( original hhs) 1 
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TABLE A.3(CONTINUED) 

. 
VARIABLES DESCRIPTION NUMBER 

ALY Adjusted labor income 1 
KY capital income ( original capital stock) 1 
TY Land income 1 
YENT Enterprise income 1 
RE TENT Retained Earnings by enterprises 1 
TYH Total household income 1 
YH Income of hh staying in the region 1 
AYH Adjusted hh income 1 
AYHtra Adj. hh income net of transfers 1 

DYH Disposable household income 1 
HSAV Household saving 1 
SAV Total saving 1 
ROWSAV Saving from rest-of-world 1 
INV Investment 1 
YGOV gov revenue 1 
GOVBOR gov borrowing 1 
IBTX Indirect business tax 1 
GRP Gross region product 1 
HEXP Household expenditure 1 

AHEXP Adjusted household expenditure 1 
Q(i) Demand for comp consump good 5 
QM(i) Demand for imp consump good 5 
QR(i) Demand for reg consump good 5 
ADQ(i) Adj demand for comp consump good 5 
AQM(i) Adj demand for imp consump good 5 
AQR(i) Adj demand for reg consump good 5 
TQ(i) Total demand for comp consump good 5 
TQM(i) Total demand for imp consump good 5 
TQR(i) Total demand for reg consump good 5 
GOVEXP gov expend 1 
QGOV(i) gov demand for comp good 5 
QGOVM(i) gov demand for imported good 5 
QGOVR(i) gov demand for reg good 5 
QINV(i) Invest gov demand for comp good 5 
QINVM(i) nvest gov demand for imported good 5 
QINVR(i) nvest gov demand for reg good 5 
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TABLEA.4 

EXOGENOUS PARAMETER ESTIMATES AND THEIR SOURCES 

Parameter 

Elasticities of Substitution (cr v,cr Q,cr Gov ,crINV) 
Agriculture 
Mining 
Manufacturing 
Forest Product Industry 
Forestry 
Services 

Elasticities of Transformation (rs<-) 

Agriculture 
Mining 
Manufacturing 
Forest Products Industry 
Services 

Labor Migration Elasticity (z) 
Capital Migration Elasticity (z) 

Parameter Value 
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1.42 
0.50 
3.55 
3.55 
1.42 
2.00 

3.90 
2.90 
2.90 
2.90 
0.70 

0.92 
0.92 

Source 

De Melo and Tarr (1992) 

De Melo and Tarr(l992) 

Plaut(l981) 
Plaut(l981) 



APPENDIXB 

GAMS INPUT FILE FOR THE REGIONAL CGE MODEL 
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$TITLE REGIONAL CGE MODEL FOR OKLAHOMA (1993)(CRS.GMS) 
$0FFSYMLIST OFFSYMXREF OFFUPPER 

*#:) Note 

* 
* 

SETS 
Sectors 

1. SET DECLARATION: Consist of declaring and specifying the 
index to be used. It is the same as the indexes use in the 
equations of the model. 

/AGR agriculture, 
MIN mining, 
FPI forest products industry, 
RM forestry, 
MAN manufacture 
SER construction/ 

ag(i) Agricultural sectors I AGR, RM I 
nag(i) Nonagricultural market sectors /FPI, MIN, SER, MAN/ 
ie(i) Sectors which products are exported /AGR, MIN, FPI, SER, MAN/ 
mk(i) Market goods reg. and import intermediate demand /Agr,Min, RM, FPI, SER, Mani 
mkl(i) Market goods /AGR, MIN, SER, MAN/ 
we(i) Export sectors /AGR, MIN, FPI, SER, MAN/ 
nwe(i) No export sectors /RMI 
ci(i) Reg cons goods /Agr,Min, FPI, SER,Man/ 
f Factors IL labor,K capital, T land/ 
fl(f) Factors no land IL, Kl 
g Government /GOV I 
ALIAS(IE,IM); 
ALIAS(i,j); 
ALIAS(i,il); 
ALIASGjl); 
ALIAS( ci,cj); 
ALIAS(mk,ml); 
ALIAS(mkl,mj); 

*##########################################################* 

* * 
* SECTION ONE: BASE YEAR DATA * 
* * 
*##########################################################* 

*#:) Note 2. 
* . 
* 

*#:) Note 3. 

* 
* 
* 
* 
* 

BASE YEAR DATA: Base year variables base upon 
the Social Accounting Matrix (SAM) are distinguished 
by "O" as a suffix, i.e., LO(i) state for base year labor. 

DECLARATION AND ASSIGNMENT OF BASE YEAR DATA: We declarate 
the base year variables as parameter. GAMS requires a 
declaration of the parameter and an assignment of values to 
it. In spite of the flexible arrangements allow for GAMS, we 
recommend firstly declare (initiate) all the parameters, then 
use tables to enter data and finally, to assign the values. 

*#####--DECLARATION OF BASE YEAR VARIABLES (AS PARAMENTERS) 
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PARAMETERS 

*#:) Note 4. DECLARATION: We consider four blocks of variables for better 
readability. They are, price, production, income and expenditure 
blocks. 

* 
* 

*@Price block 
PLO Wage rate 
PLROCO Wage rate ofrest-of-country 
PKROCO Cap rate ofrest-of-country 
PKO(i) cap rate 
PTO(ag) Land rent 
PEO(i) Export price 
PMO(i) Import price 
PRO(i) Reg price 
PO(i) Composite price 
PNO Net price 
PXO(i) Composite price face by producers 
profO Profits for fpi sector 

*@Production block 
LO(i) Labor demand 
LSO Labor supply by hh 
LHHHO Labor employed by high-income hh group 
LGOVO Labor employed by gov 
KO(i) capital demand 
TO( ag) Land demand 
KSO Supply ofpri capital 
TKSO Total pri capital supply 
TSO Supply ofland 
VAO(i) Value added 
VOG,i) Composite intermediate good demand 
TVO(i) Composite intermediate good total demand 
VROG,i) Reg int good demand 
VMOG,i) Imported int good demand 
TVRO(i) Reg int good total demand 
TVMO(i) Imported int good total demand 
IBTO(I) Indirect business taxes 
XO(i) Sector output 
EO(i) Export ofreg product 
MO(i) Import 
RO(i) Reg supply of reg product 

*@Income block 
L YO Labor income 
KYO capital income 
TYO Land income 
YENTO Gross Enterprise income 
LL TRHO Transfer from low to low hh 
LMTRHO Transfer from med to low hh 
LHTRHO Transfer from high to low hh 
YHO Household income 
TYHO Total Household income 
DYHO Disposable hh income 
HSA VO Household saving 
SA VO Total saving 
ROWSA VO Saving from rest-of-world 
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TRGOVO Gov transfer to hh 
RETENTO Capital retented by enterprises 
REMITO Remittance from outside the reg to hh 
FL YO Labor income distrib to hhs 
FTYO Land income distrib to hhs 
YGOVO Gov revenue 
YFedO Fed gov revenue 
ENTYO Enterprise income distrib to hhs 
GOVITRO Inter gov transfer 
GOVBORO Government Borrowing 
GRPO Gross region product 

* SUBO Subsidy to enterprise 
*@Expenditure block 
HEXPO Household expend 
QRO(i) Demand for reg consump good 
QMO(i) Demand for imp consump good 
QO(i) Demand for comp consump good 
TQRO(i) Demand for reg consump good 
TQMO(i) Demand for imp consump good 
TQO(i) Demand for comp consump good 
GOVEXPO government expenditure 
QGOVRO(i) government demand for reg good 
QGOVMO(i) government demand for imported good 
QGOVO(i) government demand for comp good 
QlnvRO(i) Invest gov demand for reg good 
QinvMO(i) Invest gov demand for imported good 
QinvO(i) Invest gov demand for comp good 
INYO Total invest 

*#:) Note 5. 

* 
* 
* 
* 

The following variables are defined as "logical variables". A logical 
variable takes the value of 1 if the condition stated is true and "O" 
We use these variables when defining an equation or when value 
if not. Assignment to a particular variable depend on the "true" or 
"false" condition of a specific condition, i.e., 

************************************* 
*Regional X X 0 0 O=zero, x=not zero 
*Import X 0 X 0 
* 
*NZV T F F F T=TRUE, F=FALSE 
*ZVR F F T F 
*ZVM F T F T 
************************************* 

ZVM(i,J) 
ZVR(i,J) 
NZV(i,J) 

non-imported intermediate demand with-or-without regional interm. demand 
only imported intermediate demand 
both imported intermediate demand and regional demand 

ZQM(i) non-imported fmal demand and either none or some regional fmal demand 
ZQR(i) only imported final demand 
NZQ(i) both imported final demand and regional final demand 

ZGOVM(i) 
ZGOVR(i) 
NZGOV(i) 
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ZlnvM(i) 
ZlnvR(i) 
NZinv(i) 

*#####-- DECLARATION OF PARAMETERS TO BE CALIBRATED. 

PARAMETERS 

*#:) Note 6. These parameters are those specified in Table 5.5. 

*@Production block 
aO(i) composite value added req per unit of output i 
aG,i) req of interm good j per unit of good i 
Alpha(i,t) value added share param 
A va(i) value added shift param 
RHOv(i) interm input subs param 
deltavlG,i) 
deltavG,i) 
AvG,i) 
RHOx(i) 
deltaxl(i) 
deltax(i) 
Ax(i) 

*@Income block 

interm input share param 
interm input shift param 
output transformation param 

output share param 
output shift param 

ktax capital tax rate 
sstax factor income tax rates for labor 
ttax factor income tax rates for land 
retr 
et 
hhtax 
ltr 
mps 
ibtax(i) 
beta(i) 

rate of retained earnings fr ent inc 
enterprise tax rate 

income tax rate for hh 
Household Income Transfer Coefficient 
saving rate 
indirect business tax 
param calc fr elast of comm demand wrt inc 

*@Expenditure block 
RHOq consumer demand subs param 
deltaql(i) 
deltaq(i) 
Aq(i) 
RHO gov 
deltagovl 
deltagov 
Agov 
RHOinv 
deltainvl 
deltainv 
Ainv 
drs 
esup 

consumer demand share param 
consumer demand constant eff param 
gov demand subs param 

gov demand share param 
gov demand constant eff param 
inv gov demand subs param 

inv gov demand share param 
inv gov demand constant eff param 
decreasing returns to scale coefficient for raw material sector 
elasticity of product supply for Raw materials sector 

*### DAT A: Data come from our SAM (Table 2.1) 
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Table IOR(ij) Input-output regional matrix 

Agr MIN RM FPI 
2.668 
65.705 
40.400 

MAN SER 
Agr 
Min 
RM 
FPI 
Man 
Ser 

670.862 8.116 4.936 
122.579 2180.942 0.891 

820.923 34.800 
1192.412 881.343 

9.839 72.630 1.264 
147.584 1318.071 0.984 
379.945 1317.332 1.597 

6.026 179.590 206.456 
109.769 3299.584 3746.744 
275.341 4996.845 9752.027 

Table IOM(i,j) Input-output import matrix 

AGR MIN RM FPI MAN SER 
Agr 574.915 5.160 4.955 1.230 377.192 41.300 
Min 11.222 1274.869 0.628 16.247 294.847 385.272 
RM 
FPI 27.620 23.552 2.742 19.243 436.987 143.637 
Man 414.296 427.425 2.171 350.537 8028.706 2606.708 
Ser 154.136 458.802 1.024 98.534 1788.1764188.764 

Table VAD(i,f) Value added matrix 
L k t 

AGR 426.998 566.973 701.385 
MIN 1622.806 2713.109 
RM 6.244 4.387 7.681 
FPI 188.400 496.5906105 
MAN 7389.027 3499.379 
SER 20767.388 12042.709 

Table HHCONR(i, *) Household consumption demand for regional goods 

HOUSE 
AGR 147.210 
MIN 1587.998 
RM 
FPI 138.648 
MAN 2517.437 
SER 30727.365 

Table HHCONM(i, *) Household consumption demand for imported goods 
HOUSE 

AGR 
MIN 
RM 
FPI 
MAN 

181.550 
141.662 

299.232 
5414.473 
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SER 9510.103 

Table GOVCONR(i, *) Government consumption demand for regional goods 

GOV 
AGR 12.863 
MIN 231.250 
RM 
FPI 96.782 
MAN 1757.284 
SER 1477.994 

Table GOVCONM(i, *) Government consumption demand for imported goods 
GOV 

AGR 
MIN 
RM 
FPI 
MAN 
SER 

20.097 
29.912 

43.146 
780.700 
542.893; 

Table FYDIST(* ,t) Factor income distribution 
L K T 

HH 31363.057 0.00 683.300 

TABLE ParamA(*,i) BASE YEAR VALUES FOR INDUSTRY 

AGR MIN RM FPI MAN SER 

PTO 1.00 1.00 1.0 1.0 1.00 1.00 
PKO 1.00 1.00 1.0 1.0 1.00 1.00 
PRO 1.00 1.00 1.0 1.0 1.00 1.00 
PO 1.00 1.00 1.0 1.0 1.00 1.00 
PMO 1.00 1.00 1.0 1.00 1.00 
PEO 1.00 1.00 1.0 1.00 1.00 
XO 4303.759 12089.785 40.400 1785.600 32404.827 
EO 2591.601 5807.568 826.339 15003.939 
RO 1712.158 6282.217 40.400 959.261 17400.888 
MO 1216.846 2170.418 1124.719 20351.259 
IBTO 95.405 666.971 0.896 85.720 101.159 
QINVR09.780 19.097 248.026 4503.431 
QINVMOl0.447 15.759 128.560 2326.243 
SIGMAv 1.42 0.50 1.42 3.5 3.55 
SIGMAx 3.90 2.90 2.90 2.90 
SIGMAq 1.42 0.50 3.55 3.55 
SIGMAgov 1.42 0.50 3.55 3.55 
SIGMAinv 1.42 0.50 3.55 3.55 

TABLE ParamB(f,*) BASE YEAR VALUES FOR FACTORS 
WAGEO WAGEROCO FTAXO RETENTO CAPO CAPROCO 
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59115.190 
9629.092 
49486.098 
16920.731 
4318.042 
557.652 
178.299 

2.00 
0.70 
2.00 
2.00 
2.00 



L 
K 
T 

1.0 1.0 6126.715 
-1006.685 
25.766 

0 
9077.096 

0 
1 

TABLE ParamC (*, *) BASE YEAR VALUES FOR HH GROUPS 

HTAXO HSAVO TRGOVO 
HOUSE 6976.571 -3869.320 11490.516 

+ REMITO ENTYDISO 
HOUSE 760.823 9582.303 

TABLE ParamD(g, *) BASE YEAR VALUES FOR GOVTS 
BORO GOVDRO GOVDMO 

GOV 0.0 3576.173 1416.748 

SCALAR LHHHO Labor used by high inc hh I 107.070/; 
SCALAR LGOVO Labor used by government /6981.839/; 
SCALAR GOVITRO Inter-government transfer /8477.813/; 
*SCALAR YENTO Enterprise income /20359.022/; 
SCALAR ENTTAXO Enterprise taxes /1699.623/; 
SCALAR ROWGOVO Rest of world trans.to gov. /4375.093/; 
SCALAR ROWSAVO Saving from ROW /2789.518/; 
SCALAR QINVMSUMO Inv demand for imported goods I 2659.308/; 
SCALAR etaL Labor migr elasticity I .92 /; 
SCALAR etaK Capital migr elasticity I .92 /; 
Scalar KMobil Capital Mobility I 1 /; 

*#:) Note 7. 

* 
ASSIGNING VALUES: Here, we assign value to each of the base 

year variables declared previously using our data. 

*@Production block 
LO(i) =VAD(i,"L"); 
KO(i) =VAD(i,"K"); 
TO(ag) =VAD(ag,"T"); 
VAO(i) =sum(f,V AD(i,f)); 
VOG,i) =IORG,i)+IOMG,i); 
TVO(i) =sumG,VO(i,j)); 
VMOG,i) =IOMG,i); 
VROG,i) =IORG,i); 
TVMO(i) =sumG,VMO(ij)); 
TVRO(i) =sumG,VRO(ij)); 
LHHHO =LHHHO; 
LGOVO =LGOVO; 
FL YO =FYDIST ("HH","L"); 
LSO =sum(i,VAD(i,"L"))+LHHHO+LGOVO; 
XO(i) =ParamA("XO",i); 
EO(i) =ParamA("EO",i); 
RO(i) =ParamA("RO",i); 
KSO(i) =VAD(i,"K"); 
TKSO =sum(i,KSO(i)); 
TSO(ag) =VAD(ag,"T"); 
IBTO(I) =PARAMA("IBTO" ,I); 
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*@Income block 
TRGOVO =ParamC ("HOUSE","TRGOVO"); 
FTYO =FYDIST ("HH","T"); 
LYO =sum(i,VAD(i,"L"))+LHHHO+LGOVO; 
KYO =sum(i,VAD(i,"K")); 
TYO =sum(ag,VAD(ag,"T")); 
REMITO =ParamC ("HOUSE","REMITO"); 
YHO =sum(f,FYDIST("HH",f))+ParamC("HOUSE", "ENTYDisO")+ TRGOVO 

+REMITO; 
TYRO =YHO; 
DYHO =YHO -ParamC ("HOUSE","HTAXO"); 
HSAVO =ParamC ("HOUSE","HSAVO"); 
HEXPO =DYHO-HSA VO-LHHHO; 
SAVO =ParamB("K","RETENTO")+ ParamC ("HOUSE","HSAVO")+ROWSAVO; 
ROWSA VO =ROWSA VO; 
YGOVO =sum(i,ParamA("IBTO",i))+sum(f,ParamB(f,"FTAXO")) 

+ParamC("HOUSE","HTAXO")+ENTTAXO+ROWGOVO+GOVITRO; 
ENTYO =ParamC("HOUSE","ENTYDisO"); 
GOVBORO =ParamD("GOV","BORO"); 
GRPO =LYO+KYO+TYO+sum(i,ParamA("IBTO",i)); 

*@Expenditure block 
QRO(i) =HHCONR(i,"HOUSE"); 
QMO(i) =HHCONM(i,"HOUSE"); 
QO(i) =QMO(i)+QRO(i); 
TQRO(i) =QRO(i); 
TQMO(i) =QMO(i); 
TQO(i) =QO(i); 
GOVEXPO =ParamD("GOV", "GOVDRO")+ParamD("GOV","GOVDMO") 

+ParamC("HOUSE","TRGOVO")+LGOVO+GOVITRO; 
QGOVRO(i) =GOVCONR(i,"GOV"); 
QGOVMO(i) =GOVCONM(i,"GOV"); 
QGOVO(i) =QGOVMO(i)+QGOVRO(i); 
QINVRO(i) =ParamA("QINVRO",i); 
QINVMO(i) =ParamA("QINVMO",i); 
QINVO(i) =QINVMO(i)+QINVRO(i); 
INYO =sum(i,QINVO(i)); 
MO(i) =ParamA("MO",i); 

*@Price block 
PLO =ParamB("L","WAGEO"); 
PKO(i) =ParamA("PKO",i); 
PLROCO =ParamB("L","WAGEROCO"); 
PKROCO =ParamB("K", "CAPROCO"); 
PTO(ag) =ParamA("PTO",ag); 
PEO(i) =ParamA("PEO",i); 
PMO(i) =ParamA("PMO" ,i); 
PRO(mk) =ParamA("PRO",mk); 
PO(i) =ParamA("PO",i); 
PXO( ci) =(PRO( ci)*RO( ci)+PMO( ci)*MO( ci))/(RO( ci)+MO( ci) ); 

* ----------------------------------------------------
* Regional x x O O O=zero, x=not zero 
* Import X O X 0 

* 
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*NZV 
*ZVR 
*ZVM 

T F F F T=True, F=False 
FFTF 
FTFT 

* ----------------------------------------------------

ZVM(i,j) =(VMO(i,j) eq O); 
ZVR(ij) =(VRO(i,j) eq 0) and (VMO(i,j) ne O); 
NZV(i,j) =(VRO(i,j) ne 0) and (VMO(i,j) ne O); 

ZQM(ci) =(QMO(ci) eq O); 
ZQR(ci) =(QRO(ci) eq 0) and (QMO(ci) ne O); 
NZQ(ci) =(QRO(ci) ne 0) and (QMO(ci) ne O); 

=(QGOVMO(i) eq O); ZGOVM(i) 
ZGOVR(i) 
NZGOV(i) 

=(QGOVRO(i) eq 0) and (QGOVMO(i) ne O); 
=(QGOVRO(i) ne 0) and (QGOVMO(i) ne O); 

ZinvM(i) =(QinvMO(i) eq O); 
ZinvR(i) =(QlnvRO(i) eq 0) and (QinvMO(i) ne O); 
NZinv(i) =(QinvRO(i) ne 0) and (QlnvMO(i) ne O); 

*#:) Note 8. 

* 
SAM: We have already assigned the values to our 

* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 

base year variables (parameters). Next, we define some new 
parameter to check for accurasy of our assignment. If it is 
correct we should get our SAM and a block of unity prices. 
The DISPLAY comment of GAMS allows the modeler to 
easily see the assignment with the following statement: 

DISPLAY PKO, PTO, LO, KO, ..... , TSO; 
However, we prefer to define new parameters as above, so 
the output will be easier to read and better presented. 

PARAMETER SAM SOCIAL A COUNTING MA TRIX -BASE YEAR PRICES-; 
SAM(I, "PK")=PKO(I); 
SAM( ag, "PT")=PTO( ag); 
SAM(I, "PEO")=PEO(I); 
SAM(I, "PMO")=PMO(I); 
SAM(I, "PRO")=PRO(I); 
SAM(I, "PO")=PO(I); 
SAM(I, "PRO")=PRO(I); 
SAM(I, "LO")=LO(I); 
SAM(I, "KO")=KO(I); 
SAM(I, "KSO")=KSO(I); 
SAM(ag, "TO")=TO( ag); 
SAM(I, "TSO")=TSO(I); 
SAM(I, "V AO")=V AO(I); 
SAM(I, "TVRO")=TVRO(I); 
SAM(I, "TVMO")=TVMO(I); 
SAM(I, "TVO")=TVO(I); 
SAM(l,"IBTO")=IBTO(I); 
SAM(I, "XO")=XO(I); 
SAM(I, "MO")=MO(I); 
SAM(I, "RO")=RO(I); 
SAM(I, "EO")=EO(I); 
SAM(I,"QO")=QO(I); 
SAM(I, "QRO")=QRO(I); 
SAM(I, "QMO")=QMO(I); 
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SAM(I, "TQO")=TQO(I); 
SAM(I, "TQRO")=TQRO(I); 
SAM(I,"TQMO")=TQMO(I); 
SAM(I, "QGOVO")=QGOVO(I); 
SAM(I,"QGOVRO")=QGOVRO(I); 
SAM(I,"QGOVMO")=QGOVMO(I); 
SAM(I, "QINVO")=QINVO(I); 
SAM(I,"QINVRO")=QINVRO(I); 
SAM(I, "QINVMO")=QINVMO(I); 

OPTION DECIMALS=3; 
DISPLAY SAM; 

DISPLAY VO,VMO,VRO,LSO,TKSO,PLO, PLROCO,LHHHO,LGOVO,LYO,KYO,TYO, 
REMITO,YHO,DYHO,YGOVO,GRPO,HSA VO,HEXPO,GOVEXPO,SAVO,ROWSAVO, 
TRGOVO,FLYO,FTYO,ENTYO,ENTTAXO,GOVBORO, ZVM, ZVR, NZV, ZQM, ZQR, 
NZQ, ZGOVM, ZGOVR, NZGOV, ZlnvM, ZlnvR, NZinv; 

*##########################################################* 

* * 
* SECTION TWO: PARAMETER CALIBRATION * 

* * 
*##########################################################* 

*#####-- CALIBRATION 

*#:)Note 9. 

* 
This is where we calibrate our paramenters. The calibration procedure 

* 
* 
* 
* 
* 

was introduced in section 2.3. We have put in parentesis the equation 
of the text that is used in the calibration; e.i., 

*(3.1.2) 
aO(i) = V AO(i)/XO(i); 

means that the calibration ofaO(i) aggree with the equation (3.1.2) of 
our text. 

*@Production block 
* (3.1.2) 

aO(i) 
aG,i) 

* (3.1.11) 

=V AO(i)/XO(i); 
=VOG,i)/XO(i); 

alpha(ag,"K") =VAD(ag,"K")N AO(ag); 
alpha(ag,"T") =VAD(ag,"T")N AO(ag); 
alpha( ag, "L ") = 1-alpha( ag, "K")-alpha( ag, "T"); 
alpha(nag, "K") =V AD(nag, "K")N AO(nag); 
alpha(nag, "L ") = 1-alpha(nag, "K"); 

* (3.1.3) 
Ava(ag) =V AO(ag)/Prod(f,V AD(ag,f)**alpha(ag,f)); 
Ava(nag) =V AO(nag)/PROD(fl,V AD(nag,fl)**alpha(nag,fl)); 

* (3.1.16) 
RHOv(i) = 1-1/ParamA("SIGMA v" ,I); 

* (3.1.17) 
deltavlG,i) 

$(NZVG,i)) =(VROG,i)NMOG,i))**(l-RHOvG))*(PROG)/PMOG)); 
deltavG,i) 

$(NZVG,i)) = 1/(1 +deltavlG,i)); 
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* (3.1.19) 
AvG,i) 

$(NZVG,i)) =VOG,i)/(deltavG,i)*VMOG,i)**RHOvG) 
+(1-deltavG ,i)) 
*VROG,i)**RHOvG))**(l/RHOvG)); 

=1+1/ParamA("SIGMAx",we); 
* (3.2.1) 
RHOx(WE) 

* (3.2.3) 
deltaxl(WE) 
deltax(WE) 

* (3.2.4) 
Ax(WE) 

=(RO(we )/EO(we ))* *(1-RHOx(we ))*(PRO(we )/PEO(we )); 
=1/(1 +deltaxl(we)); 

=XO(we)/(deltax(we)*EO(we)**RHOx(we)+(l-deltax(we)) 
*RO(we)**RHOx(we))**(l/RHOx(we)); 

*@Income block 
sstax =ParamB("L","FTAXO")/L YO; 
ktax =ParamB("K","FTAXO")/KYO; 
ttax =ParamB("T", "FTAXO")/TYO; 
retr =ParamB("K","RETENTO")/sum(i,VAD(i,"K")); 
ibtax(mk) =ParamA("IBTO",mk)/(PRO(mk)*XO(mk)); 
et =ENTTAXO/KYO; 
hhtax =ParamC("HOUSE","HTAXO")/YHO; 
mps =ParamC("HOUSE","HSA VO")NHO ; 

*@Expenditure block 
* (3.2.17) 
RHOq(ci) = 1-1/ParamA("SIGMAq",ci); 

* (3.2.19) 
deltaql(ci)$NZQ(ci) = (QRO(ci)/QMO(ci))**(l-RHOq(ci))*(PRO(ci)/PMO(ci)); 
deltaq( ci)$NZQ( ci) = 1/(1 +deltaq 1 ( ci)); 

* (3.2.20) 
Aq( ci)$NzQ( ci) QO( ci)/( deltaq( ci)*QMO( ci)**RHOq( ci)+(l-

deltaq( ci))*QRO( ci)**RHOq( ci))**(l/RHOq( ci)); 

*#:) Note 10. 

* 
For government and investment the paramenter are calibrated in a 

similar way as before. 

RHOgov(ci) = 1-1/ParamA("SIGMAgov",ci); 
deltagovl ( ci)$NZGOV( ci) =(QGOVRO( ci)/QGOVMO( ci))* *(1-RHOgov( ci))*(PRO( ci)/PMO( ci)); 
deltagov( ci)$NZGOV ( ci) = 1/(1 +deltagov 1 ( ci)); 
Agov( ci)$NZGOV( ci) QGOVO( ci)/( deltagov( ci)*QGOVMO( ci)* *RHOgov( ci)+(l-

deltagov( ci))*QGOVRO( ci)* *RHOgov( ci))**(l/RHOgov( ci) ); 
RHOinv( ci)= 1-1/ParamA("SIGMAinv" ,ci); 
deltainvl(ci)$NZ1nv(ci) = (QINVRO(ci)/QINVMO(ci))**(l-RHOinv(ci))*(PRO(ci)/PMO(ci)); 
deltainv( ci)$NZinv( ci) = 1/(1 +deltainv 1 ( ci)); 
Ainv( ci)$NZinv( ci) QINVO( ci)/( deltainv( ci)*QINVMO( ci)* *RHOinv( ci)+(l-

deltainv( ci) )*QINVRO( ci)* *RHOinv( ci))* *(1/RHOinv( ci) ); 
* (3.2.14) 
beta(i) = QO(i)*PO(i)/HEXPO; 
drs=alpha("RM", "L")+alpha("RM", "K"); 
esup=DRS/(1-DRS); 
profO=vO("rm","fpi")*(l/esup); 
YENTO=KYO+PROFO-ktax*KYO; 
RETENTO=retr*KYO; 

PARAMETER CALIBR PARAMETER CALIBRATED; 
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CALIBR(I,"AO")=AO(I); 
CALIBR(I,"A V A")=A VA(I); 
CALIBR(I, "RHOV")=RHOv(I); 
CALIBR(I, "RHOQ")=RHOQ(I); 
CALIBR(I,"DELTAQ")=DELTAQ(I); 
CALIBR(I,"AQ")=AQ(I); 
CALIBR(I, "IBT AX")=IBT AX(I); 
CALIBR(I, "RHOGOV")=RHOGOV(I); 
CALIBR(I, "DELTAGOV")=DELTAGOV(I); 
CALIBR(I,"AGOV")=AGOV(I); 
CALIBR(I,"RHOINV")=RHOINV(I); 
CALIBR(I,"AINV")=AINV(i); 
CALIBR(I,"RHOX")=RHOX(i); 
CALIBR(l,"DELTAX")=DELTAX(i); 
CALIBR(I, "AX")=AX(i); 
CALIBR(I, "BETA ")=BETA(i); 
DISPLAY CALIBR; 
OPTION DECIMALS=3; 
DISPLAY a,A v,deltav,alpha, 
ktax,sstax,ttax,retr,et,mps,hhtax,drs,esup,profO,yentO, RETENTO; 

*##########################################################* 

* * 
* SECTION TREE: VARIABLE DECLARATION * 

* * 
*##########################################################* 

*ENDOGENOUS VARIABLES 

VARIABLES 
Z Objective Function Value 
Prof profits of the monopsonist 

*@Price block 
PL Wage rate 
PK(i) cap rate 
PT(i) Land rent 
PN(i) Net output price 
PR(i) Regional price 
P(i) Composite price 
PX(i) Composite price faced by consumers 

*@Production block 
LAB(i) Labor demand 
CAP(i) capital demand 
LAND( ag) Land demand 
TCAP Total Capital Demand 
TLAB Total Labor Demand 
TLAND Total land demand 
LS Labor supply 
TLSrat lab supply ratio 
ALS Adj labor supply 
LMIG Labor migration 
Mratio Migr compared to initial lab supply 
KMIG Capital migration 
VA(i) Value added 
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VG,i) 
VMG,i) 
VRG,i) 
R(i) 
X(i) 
EXP(ie) 
M(im) 
TVM(i) 
TVR(i) 
TV(i) 
adjL 
adjK 

Composite intermediate good demand 
Imported int good demand 
Reg int good demand 

Regional supply 
Output 

Export 
Import 
Imported int good total demand 
Reg int good total demand 

Composite intermediate good total demand 
Labor adjustment 
Capital adjustment 

*@Income block 
LY Labor income ( original hhs) 
ALY Adjusted labor income (staying+ in-migrating) 
KY capital income (original capital stock) 
TY Land income 
YENT Enterprise income 
RETENT Retained Earnings by enterprises 
TYH Total hh income 
YH Income ofhh staying in the region (including in-migrants) 
A YH Adjusted hh income ( original hh including out-migrating) 
A YHtra Adj. hh income net of transfers for original hh 
DYH Disposable hh income (staying in the region + inmigra) 
HSA V Household saving (staying +inmigrat) 
SA V Total saving 
ROWSA V Saving from rest-of-world 
INV Investment 
YGOV gov revenue 
GOVBOR gov borrowing 
IBTX Indirect business tax 
GRP Gross region product 

*### Expenditure block 
HEXP Household expenditure 
AHEXP Adjusted household expenditure (spent within the region) 
Q(i) Demand for comp consump good 
QM(i) Demand for imp consump good 
QR(i) Demand for reg consump good 
ADQ(i) Adj demand for comp consump good 
AQM(i) Adj demand for imp consump good 
AQR(i) Adj demand for reg consump good 
TQ(i) Total demand for comp consump good 
TQM(i) Total demand for imp consump good 
TQR(i) Total demand for reg consump good 
GOVEXP gov expend 
QGOV(i) gov demand for comp good 
QGOVM(i) gov demand for imported good 
QGOVR(i) gov demand for reg good 
QINV(i) Invest gov demand for comp good 
QINVM(i) Invest gov demand for imported good 
QINVR(i) Invest gov demand for reg good 
SLACK(i) 
SLACK2(i) 
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POSITIVE VARIABLE SLACK, SLACK2; 

*##########################################################* 

* 
* 
* 

* 
SECTION FOUR: EQUATION DECLARATION 

* 
* 

*##########################################################* 

*#:) Note 11. 

* 
This section declares the equations of the model 

which are those presented in table 5.1 

EQUATIONS 
EQZ objective function 

*@Price block 
NETprice(we) net price 
Price(im) composite price 
Pricel(ie) 
Price2(nwe) 

* Price3(nwe) condition for the monopsony 
Profit profits of the monopsonist 
KPrice 

*@Production block 
Ldemand(mk) labor demand 
Kdemand(mk) capital demand 
Tdemand(ag) land demand 
TLdem total labor demand 
TKdem total capital demand 
TTdem total land demand 
V Ademand(i) value added demand 
V demandG,i) intermediate demand 
VAprodl(nag) value added prod fc 
V Aprod2( ag) value added prod fc 
Vces(ml,mk) ces fc for int demand 
TV demand(i) intermediate total demand 
TVRdemand(i) int reg total demand 
TVMdemand(i) int imp total demand 
VRdemG,i) demand for reg int good 
VRdemOG,i) demand for reg int good for goods with zero import 
VMDemOG,i) demand for imp int good for goods with zero import 
Xcet(ie) cet fc for reg product 
Xcetl (nwe) cet function for regional product that are not exported 
Rsupply(ie) reg supply of reg product 
Rsupply 1 (nwe) regional supply of sectors without exports 
LSupply labor supply 
ALSupply adjusted labor supply 
LMIGrat labor migration 
TLSratio labor supply ratio 
MIGratio migration compared to initial labor supply 
adjustL labor migration adjustment 
KMIGrat capital migration 
KMIGratl 
AdjustK capital migration adjustment 

*@Income block 
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LYincome 
ALYincome 
KYincome 
TYincome 
YENTincome 
RE Team 
YHincome 
AYHinc 
AYHNtran 
TYHinc 

labor income 
adjusted labor income 

capital income 
land income 

enterprise income 
Retained earning by enterprises 
household income 

Adjusted hh income 
A YH net of transfer income 

DHYincome disposable income 
HSA Vings household savings 
SAVings total savings 
INV est total investment 
YGOVincome Government income 
INDtax Indirect business tax 
GRProduct gross region product 

*@Expenditure block 
AHEXPLow adj. household expenditure 

household expenditure 
ces fc for consumption 

HEXPend 
Qces 
Qdemand 
QRdemO 
AQdemand 
AQMdemand 
AQRdemand 
TQdemand 
TQRdemand 
TQMdemand 
GOVEXPend 
QGOVces 
QGOVdemand 
QGOVRdemO 
QGOVRDeml 
QGOVRDem2 
QGOVMDeml 
QGOVMDem2 

cons demand for composite good 
cons demand for reg goods 
adj Qdemand 

adj QMdemand 
adj QRdemand 

total Qdemand 
total QRdemand 
total QMdemand 
Gov expenditure 

ces for st and loc gov demand 
st and loc gov cons 
st and loc gov reg cons 

QINVces ces for invest gov demand 
QINV emand invest gov cons 
QINVRdemO invest gov reg cons 
QinvRdeml 
QinvRdem2 
QinvMdeml 
QinvMdem2 
Mimports import 

*@Equilibrium 
COMMequil(ie) comm market equilibrium 
COMMequil2(nwe) forest market equilibrium 
Lequil labor market equilibrium 
Kequil(i) cap market equilibrium 
Ke quill 
Tequil(i) land market equilibrium 
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*##########################################################* 

* 
* 
* 

* 
SECTION FIVE: EQUATION DEFINITION * 

* 
*##########################################################* 

*#:) Note 12. 

* 
All equation are defined following the algebraic structure 

of table 5.1. This section requires special attention and 
intense scrutiny. * 

EQZ.. Z =e= sum(i,SLACK(i)+SLACK2(i)); 

*@Price block 

NETprice(we).. PN(we) =e= PX(we)*(l-ibtax(we))-sum(ie,A(ie,we)*P(ie))-
A("RM",we)*PR("RM")*(l+l/esup); 

Price(im).. P(im) =e= (PR(im)*R(im)+PMO(im)*M(im))/(R(im)+M(im)); 
Price 1 (ie ).. PX(ie) =e= (PR(ie )*R(ie )+PEO(ie )*EXP(ie ))/(R(ie )+EXP(ie )); 
price2(nwe) .. PN(nwe) =e= PR(nwe)*(l-ibtax(nwe)-sum(we,A(we,nwe)*P(we))); 
·profit("fpi").. prof("fpi")=e=V("rm","fpi")*pr("rm")/esup; 

*@Production block 
Ldemand(mk).. LAB(mk) =e= alpha(mk,"L") *PN(mk)*X(mk)/PL; 
Kdemand(mk).. CAP(mk) =e= alpha(mk, "K")*PN(mk)*X(mk)/PK(mk); 
Tdemand(ag).. LAND(ag)=e= alpha(ag,"T") *PN(ag)*X(ag)/PT(ag); 
TLdem.. TLAB =e= Sum(mk,LAB(mk)); 
TKdem.. TCAP =e= Sum(mk,CAP(mk)); 
TTdem.. TLAND =e= sum(ag,LAND(ag)); 
LSupply .. LS =e= lsO; 
LMIGrat .. LMIG =e= etaL *LSO*LOG(PL/PLROCO); 

*#:) Note 13. 

* 
When more than one household group is in play, there is need for 

summing up throug out income group. In our exaple, however, we only 
have one income group therefore you will find some retuntance in the 
definition of variables, e.i., LS and TLS are the same variable. 

* 
* 
TLSratio.. TLSrat =e= LS/LSO; 
MIGratio.. Mratio =e= LMIG/LSO; 
adjustL.. adjL =e= (LSO+LMig)/LSO; 
ALSupply .. ALS =e= LS +LMIG ; 
KMIGrat$(KMobil) .. KMIG =e=etaK*(SUM(mk,KO(mk))*LOG(PK("Agr")/PKROCO)); 
KMIGrat1$(not KMobil) .. KMIG =e= O; 
AdjustK.. AdjK =e= (TKSO+KMIG)/TKSO; 

*#:) Note 14. Note that with capital mobility, price of capital 
* in all sectors are set equal to each other at equilibrium 
* thus PK("Agr") is the overall capital price. Under capital 
* immobility, in or out-migration of capital is not allowed. 

V Ademand(i).. V A(i)+SLACK(i)+SLACK2(i)=e= aO(i)*X(i); 

V Aprodl(nag).. V A(nag) =e= A va(nag)*LAB(nag)* * alpha(nag, "L ")*CAP(nag)* * 
alpha(nag, "K"); 

V Aprod2(ag).. V A(ag) =e= A va(ag)*LAB(ag)**alpha( ag, "L")*CAP( ag)** 
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alpha( ag, "K")*LAND( ag)** alpha(ag, "T"); 
VdemandG,i) .. VG,i) =e= aG,i)*X(i); 

TVdemand(i).. TV(i) =e= sumG,V(ij)); 

Vces(ml,mk)$NZV(ml,mk).. V(ml,mk) =e= Av(ml,mk)*(deltav(ml,mk)*VM(ml,mk) 
**RHOv(ml)+(l-deltav(ml,mk)) 
*VR(ml,mk)**RHOv(ml))**(l/RHOv(ml)); 

VRdemG,i)$NZVG,i).. VRG,i) =e= VMG,i)*((l-deltavG,i))/deltavG,i)*PMOG)IPRG))* *(1/(1-RHOvG))); 
VRdemOG,i)$ZVMG,i).. VRG,i) =e= VG,i); 
VMdemOG,i)$ZVMG,i).. VMG,i) =e= O; 

TVRdemand(i).. TVR(i) =e= sumG,VR(ij)); 
TVMdemand(i).. TVM(i) =e= sumG,VM(ij)); 
Xcet(ie).. X(ie) =e= Ax(ie)*(deltax(ie)*EXP(ie)**RHOx(ie)+(l-

deltax(ie))*R(ie)**RHOx(ie)) 
**(1/RHOx(ie)); 

xcetl(nwe).. X(nwe) =e= tvr(nwe); 
Rsupply(ie).. R(ie) =e= EXP(ie)*((l-DELTAx(ie))/DELTAx(ie) 

*PEO(ie)/PR(ie))**(l/(1-RHOx(ie))); 

rsupplyl(nwe) .. R(nwe) =e= X(nwe); 

INDtax.. IBTX =E= Sum(i,ibtax(i)*X(i)); 
GRProduct.. GRP =e= ALY + Sum(mk,PK(mk)*CAP(mk))+ TY +IBTX; 

*@Income block 
*#:) Note 15. ALY is defined for labor staying in the region and LY is for original hh 
* including those out-migrated. Out migrating labor earns out-of-region 
* rent; in-migrating labor receives prevailing wage rate and deducted 
* from LY. 

AL Yincome.. ALY =e= PL *(SUM(I,LAB(i))+LHHHO+LGOVO); 

LYincome.. LY =e= PL *(TLAB+LHHHO+LGOVO)+PLROCO*(SQRT(LMig**2)-LMig)*0.5 
-PL *(SQRT(LMig**2)+LMig)*0.5; 

***KY is defined for initial capital stock. Out migrating capital earns 
***out-of-region rent; The rent for in-migrating capital leaves the region. 

KYincome.. KY =e= sum(mk,PK(mk)*CAP(mk))+PKROCO*(SQRT(KMIG**2)-KMIG) 
*0.5-PK("Agr")*(SQRT(KMIG**2)+KM1G)*0.5; 

RETearn.. RETENT =e= retr*KY; 
TYincome.. TY =e= sum(ag,PT(ag)*LAND(ag)); 
YENTincome.. YENT =e= KY*(l-ktax)+PROF("FPI"); 

***Household income is defmed for households in the region including 
***those in-migrated. In-migrating labor also qualify for TRGOV. 

YHincome .. YH =e= PL *(LS +LMig )*(1-sstax) 
+TY*(l-ttax)+(YENT-RETENT-et*KY) 
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+REMITO+adjL *TRGOVO 
-((SQRT(Mratio* *2)-Mratio )*0.5) 
*(TY*(l-ttax)+(YENT-RETENT-et*KY) 
+REMITO); 

TYHinc .. TYH =e=YH; 

*** Adjusted hh income is defmed for original hh including out-migrating. 

A YHinc .. A YH =e= PL *(LS +LMig )*(1-sstax) 
+((SQRT(LMig **2)-LMig )/2 

-PL *(SQRT(LMig **2)+LMig )/2)*(1-sstax) 
+TY*(l-ttax)+(YENT-RETENT-et*KY) 
+ TRGOVO +REMITO 

AYHNtran .. AYHtra =e= PL*(LS +LMig )*(1-sstax) 
+((SQRT(LMig **2)-LMig )/2 

-PL*(SQRT(LMig **2)+LMig )/2)*(1-sstax) 
+ TY*(l-ttax)+(YENT-RETENT-et*KY); 

* * *DYH, HSA V, and SA V are defmed for households in the region including 
***those in-migrated. 

DHYincome .. DYH =e= YH *(1-hhtax ); 
HSA Vings .. HSA V =e= mps *YH ; 
SA Vings.. SA V =e= HSA V +RETENT+ROWSA V; 
INVest.. INV =e= sum(we,P(we)*QINV(we)); 
YGOVincome.. YGOV =e= Sum(mk,ibtax(mk)*PR(mk)*X(mk)) 

+sstax*PL *(TLAB+LHHHO+LGOVO) 
+ktax*Sum(mk,PK(mk)*CAP(mk))+et*KY 
+ttax*TY +hhtax*YH+ROWGOVO+GOVITRO; 

*@Expenditure block 
AHEXPLow .. AHEXP =e=DYH-HSAV-PL*LHHHO; 

* * * AHEXP represents amount spent by hh within the impact region 
***it is proportional to the# ofhh rather than labor supplied. 

HEXPend .. HEXP =e=AHEXP /adjL; 

***Minimum requirement, gamma, is adjusted for migrating hh 

Qdemand( ci).. Q( ci) =e= beta( ci)* AHEXP/P( ci); 

AQdemand( ci) .. ADQ( ci) =e= Q( ci)/adjL; 

Qces(ci)$NZQ(ci) .. Q(ci) =e= Aq(ci)*(deltaq(ci)*QM(ci) 
**RHOq(ci)+(l-deltaq(ci))*QR(ci)**RHOq(ci)) 

**(1/RHOq(ci)); 
QRdemO(ci)$NZQ(ci) .. QR(ci) =e= QM(ci)*((l-deltaq(ci))/deltaq(ci) 

*PMO( ci)/PR( ci))**(l/(1-RHOq( ci))); 
AQMdemand(ci) .. AQM(ci) =e= QM(ci)/adjL; 
AQRdemand(ci) .. AQR(ci) =e= QR(ci)/adjL; 
TQRdemand(ci) .. TQR(ci) =e= QR(ci); 
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TQMdemand(ci) .. TQM(ci) =e= QM(ci); 
TQdemand(ci).. TQ(ci) =e= TQR(ci)+TQM(ci); 

GOVEXPend.. GOVEXP =e= sum(we,P(we)*QGOV(we))+adjL* 
TRGOVO+PL *LGOVO+GOVITRO; 

QGOVdemand(mk).. QGOV(mk) =e= QGOVO(mk); 

QGOV ces(mk)$NZGOV(mk).. QGOV(mk) =e= Agov(mk)*( deltagov(mk) 
*QGOVM(mk)**RHOgov(mk)+(l-deltagov(mk)) 
*QGOVR(mk)**RHOgov(mk))**(l/RHOgov(mk)); 

QGOVRdemO(mk)$NZGOV(mk).. QGOVR(mk) =e=QGOVM(mk)*((l-deltagov(mk)) 
/deltagov(mk)*PMO(mk)/PR(mk))**(l/(1-RHOgov(mk))); 

QGOVRdeml(mk)$ZGOVM(mk).. QGOVM(mk) =e= O; 
QGOVMdeml(mk)$ZGOVM(mk).. QGOVR(mk) =e= QGOV(mk); 
QGOVRdem2(mk)$ZGOVR(mk).. QGOVR(mk) =e= O; 
QGOVMdem2(mk)$ZGOVR(mk).. QGOVM(mk) =e= QGOV(mk); 

QINVemand(mk).. QINV(mk) =e= QINVO(mk); 

QINV ces(mk)$NZinv(mk).. QINV(mk) =e=Ainv(mk)*( deltainv(mk)*QINVM(mk) 
**RHOinv(mk)+(l-deltainv(mk))*QINVR(mk)**RHOinv(mk)) 

**(1/RHOinv(mk)); 
QINVRdemO(mk)$NZinv(mk) .. QINVR(mk)=e= QINVM(mk)*((l-deltainv(mk)) 

/deltainv(mk)*PMO(mk)/PR(mk))**(l/(1-RHOinv(mk))); 
QinvRDeml(mk)$ZinvM(mk) .. QlnvM(mk)=e= O; 
QlnvMDeml(mk)$ZlnvM(mk) .. QlnvR(mk)=e= Qlnv(mk); 
QlnvRDem2(mk)$ZinvR(mk) .. QinvR(mk)=e= O; 
QlnvMDem2(mk)$ZlnvR(mk) .. QlnvM(mk)=e= Qinv(mk); 

Mimports(im).. M(im) =e= TVM(im)+TQM(im)+QGOVM(im)+QINVM(im); 

*@Equilibrium 
COMMequil(ie ) .. X(ie )+M(ie )=e=TV(ie )+ TQ(ie )+QGOV(ie )+QINV(ie )+EXP(ie ); 
commequil2(nwe) .. X(nwe)=e= TV(nwe); 
Lequil.. sum(mk,LAB(mk))+LHHHO+LGOVO =e= LS+LMIG; 
Kequi11$(KMobil).. KMig =e= Sum(mk,CAP(mk)-KSO(mk)); 
Kprice(mk)$(KMobil).. PK(mk) =e= PK("Agr"); 

Kequil(mk)$(not KMobil) .. CAP(mk) =e= KSO(mk); 
Tequil(ag).. LAND(ag) =e= TSO(ag); 

*##########################################################* 

* * 
* SECTION SIX: INITIALIZATION OR STARTING VALUES * 

* * 
*##########################################################* 
*@Price block 
PL.L =PLO ; 
PK.L(i) =PKO(i) ; 
PT.L(ag) =PTO(ag) 
PR.L(i) =PRO(i) ; 
P.L(im) =PO(im) ; 
PX.L(i) = PXO(i) ; 

*@Income block 

HSA V.L =HSA VO 
YGOV.L =YGOVO ; 

GOVBOR.L =GOVBORO 

PN.L(mk) = PRO(mk)-sum(ml,A(ml,mk)*PO(ml))-ibtax(mk)*PRO(mk); 
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*@Production block 
SLACK.L(i) =O; SLACK2.L(i) =O; 
LAB.L(mk) =LO(mk) INV.L =INVO; 
CAP.L(mk) =KO(mk) ; GRP.L =GRPO; 

* *@Expenditure block 
LAND.L(ag) =TO(ag) ; 
TQM.L(ci) =TQMO(ci) 
LS.L =LSO; 
Mratio.L =O; 
LMIG.L =O; 
KMIG.L =O; 
V A.L(mk) =V AO(mk) 
VM.L(i,i) =VMO(i,i) ; 

HEXP.L =HEXPO 

VR.L(i,i) =VRO(i,i) ; QM.L(mk) =QMO(mk) 
V.L(i,i) =VO(i,i) ; TQ.L(ci) =TQO(ci) ; 
TVM.L(i) =TVMO(i) ; TQR.L( ci) =TQRO( ci) ; 
TVR.L(i) =TVRO(i) ; GOVEXP.L =GOVEXPO 
TV.L(i) =TVO(i) ; QGOV.L(mk) =QGOVO(mk) ; 
R.L(ci) =RO(ci) ; QGOVM.L(mk) =QGOVMO(mk) ; 
X.L(i) =XO(i) ; QGOVR.L(mk) =QGOVRO(mk) 
EXP.L(ie) =EO(ie) ; 
M.L(im) =MO(im) ; 
Q.L( ci) =beta( ci)*HEXPO/PXO( ci); 
QR.L( ci) =QRO( ci) ; 

*@Income block 
LY.L =LYO 
KY.L =KYO 
TY.L =TYO 
adjL.L =I 
adjK.L =1; 
YENT.L =YENTO 
YH.L =YHO ; 
SAV.L =SAVO ; 
ROWSA V.L =ROWSA VO 
DYH.L =DYHO ; 
QINVM.L(mk) =QINVMO(mk) ; 
QINVR.L(mk) =QINVRO(mk) ; 
QINV.L(mk) =QINVO(mk) ; 
PROF .L("fpi")=PROFO; 

*##########################################################* 

* * 
* SECTION SEVEN: V ARlABLE BOUNDS * 
* * 
*##########################################################* 

PL.LO = 0.000001; 
PT.LO(i) = 0.000001; 
PK.LO(i) = 0.000001; 
PR.LO(i) = 0.000001; 
PN.LO(mk) = 0.000001; 
P.LO(i) = 0.000001; 
R.LO(ci) = 0.000001; 
PX.LO(i) = 0.000001; 
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QM.LO(i)$(QMO(i) ne 0) = 0.000001; 
QR.LO(i)$(QRO(i) ne 0) = 0.000001; 
Q.LO(i)$(QO(i) ne 0) = 0.000001; 

QM.LO(i)$(QMO(i) eq 0) = O; 
QR.LO(i)$(QRO(i) eq 0) = O; 
Q.LO(i)$(QO(i) eq 0) = O; 

VR.LO(ij)$(VRO(ij) ne 0) = 0.000001; 
VM.LO(ij)$(VMO(ij) ne 0) = 0.000001; 
V.LO(ij)$(VO(ij) ne 0) = 0.000001; 

VR.LO(ij)$(VRO(ij) eq O) = O; 
VM.LO(ij)$(VMO(ij) eq 0) = O; 
V.LO(ij)$(VO(ij) eq 0) = O; 

OPTIONS ITERLIM=5000, LIMROW=O, LIMCOL=O, SOLPRINT=OFF; 
*-- MODEL DEFINITION AND SOLVE STATEMENT 

MODELCGE791 /ALL/; 
SOLVE CGE791 MINIMIZING Z USING NLP; 

*-- SOLUTION DISPLAY STATEMENT 
*-- SOLUTION VALUES OF ENDOGENOUS VARIABLES 

PARAMETER VALID VALUES FOR THE VALIDATION OF THE MODEL; 
VALID(i,"SLACKl") = SLACK.L(i); 
VALID(i,"SLACK2") = SLACK2.L(i); 
V ALID(i, "PR") = PR.L(i); 
VALID(i,"P") = P.L(i); 
V ALID(i,"PN") = PN.L(i); 
V ALID(i,"PK") = PK.L(i); 
VALID(ag,"PT") = PT.L(ag); 
VALID(i,"PX") = PX.L(i); 
V ALID(i, "PE") = PEO(i); 
VALID(I,"PM")= PMO(I); 
V ALID("fpi", "PROF")=PROF .L("fpi"); 
V ALID(i, "X") = X.L(i); 
V ALID(i, "R") = R.L(i); 
VALID(ie,"EXP") =EXP.L(ie); 
V ALID(im, "M") = M.L(im); 
VALID(i,"VA") = VA.L(i); 
V ALID(i, "LAB") =LAB.L(i); 
V ALID(i,"CAP") =CAP.L(i); 
V ALID(ag,"LAND") =LAND.L(ag); 
V ALID(i, "TVR") =TVR.L(i); 
V ALID(i, "TVM") =TVM.L(i); 
V ALID(i, "TV") =TV .L(i); 
VALID(i,"Q") =Q.L(i); 
VALID(i,"QR") =QR.L(i); 
V ALID(i, "QM") =QM.L(i); 
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V ALID(i,"TQ") =TQ.L(i); 
V ALID(i, "TQR") =TQR.L(i); 
VALID(i,"TQM") =TQM.L(i); 
V ALID(i, "ADQ") =ADQ.L(i); 
VALID(i,"AQM") =AQM.L(i); 
V ALID(i, "AQR") =AQR.L(i); 
VALID(i,"QGOV") =QGOV.L(i); 
VALID(i,"QGOVR") =QGOVR.L(i); 
VALID(i,"QGOVM") =QGOVM.L(i); 
V ALID(i,"QINV") =QINV.L(i); 
V ALID(i, "QINVR") =QINVR.L(i); 
V ALID(i, "QINVM") =QINVM.L(i); 

PARAMETERPRODUCT2 -PRODUCTION SYSTEMS VARIABLES-; 
PRODUCT2(1, "AGR", "V")=V.L(I, "AGR"); 
PRODUCT2(1,"MIN","V")=V.L(l,"MIN"); 
PRODUCT2(1,"MAN","V")=V.L(l,"MAN"); 
PRODUCT2(1, "SER" ,"V")=V.L(l,"SER"); 
PRODUCT2(1,"RM","V")=V.L(l,"RM"); 
PRODUCT2(1, "FPI", "V")=V .L(I, "FPI"); 
PRODUCT2(1,"AGR" ,"VR")=VR.L(l,"AGR"); 
PRODUCT2(1,"MIN","VR")=VR.L(l,"MIN"); 
PRODUCT2(1, "MAN","VR")=VR.L(I, "MAN"); 
PRODUCT2(1, "SER", "VR")=VR.L(I, "SER"); 
PRODUCT2(1,"RM" ,"VR")=VR.L(I, "RM"); 
PRODUCT2(1,"FPI","VR")=VR.L(l,"FPI"); 
PRODUCT2(1, "AGR" ,"VM")=VM.L(l,"AGR"); 
PRODUCT2(1, "MIN", "VM")=VM.L(I, "MIN"); 
PRODUCT2(1, "MAN" ,"VM")=VM.L(I,"MAN"); 
PRODUCT2(1,"SER","VM")=VM.L(I,"SER"); 
PRODUCT2(1,"RM", "VM")=VM.L(I, "RM"); 
PRODUCT2(1, "FPI", "VM")=VM.L(I, "FPI"); 

PARAMETER OTHER! MARKET CLEARING VALEUES OF VARIABLES; 
OTHERl("OBJECTNE") = Z.L; 
OTHERl("PL") = PL.L; 
OTHERI("LMIG")=LMIG.L; 
OTHERI("KMIG")=KMIG.L; 
OTHERI("TCAP")=TCAP.L; 
OTHERI("TLAB")=TLAB.L; 
OTHERI("TLAND")=TLAND.L; 
OTHER I ("LS")=LS.L; 
OTHER I ("TL SRA T")=TLSRA T.L; 
OTHERI("ALS")=ALS.L; 
OTHERI("MRA TIO")=MRA TIO.L; 
OTHERI("ADJL") = ADJL.L; 
OTHERI("ADJK")=ADJK.L; 
OTHERI("LY")=LY.L; 
OTHERI("ALY")=ALY.L; 
OTHERI("KY")=KY.L; 
OTHERl("TY")=TY.L; 
OTHERl("YENT") = YENT.L; 
OTHER I ("RETENT")=RETENT.L; 
OTHERI("TYH")=TYH.L; 
OTHERI("YH")=YH.L; 
OTHERI("A YH")=A YH.L; 
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OTHERI("PL") = PL.L; 
OTHERI("A YHTRA")=A YHTRA.L; 
OTHERI("DYH")=DYH.L; 
OTHERI("HSA V")=HSA V.L; 
OTHERl("SAV")=SAV.L; 
OTHERI("ROWSA V")=ROWSA V.L; 
OTHERI("INV") = INV.L; 
OTHERI("YGOV")=YGOV.L; 
OTHERI("GOVEXP")=GOVEXP.L; 
OTHERI("GOVBOR")=GOVBOR.L; 
OTHER I ("IBTX")=IBTX.L; 
OTHERI("GRP")=GRP.L; 
OTHERI("HEXP")=HEXP.L; 
OTHERI("AHEMP")=AHEXP.L; 

option decimals=3; 

DISPLAY V AUD, OTHER I; 

**************************** 
* HERE STARTS SIMULATION * 
**************************** 

esup=20000; 
model simull /all/; 
solve simull minimizing z using nlp; 

OPTION SOLPRINT=OFF; 

*-- SOLUTION DISPLAY STATEMENT 
*-- SOLUTION VALVES OF ENDOGENOUS VARIABLES 

PARAMETER SIMUL VALUES FOR THE SIMULATION; 
SIMUL(i,"SLACKl ") = SLACK.L(i); 
SIMUL(i,"SLACK2") = SLACK2.L(i); 
SIMUL(i,"PR") = PR.L(i); 
SIMUL(i,"P") = P.L(i); 
SIMUL(i,"PN") = PN.L(i); 
SIMUL(i,"PK") = PK.L(i); 
SIMUL( ag, "PT") = PT .L( ag); 
SIMUL(i,"PX") = PX.L(i); 
SIMUL(i,"PE") = PEO(i); 
SIMUL(I, "PM")= PMO(I); 
SIMUL(i, "X") = X.L(i); 
SIMUL(i, "R") = R.L(i); 
SIMUL(ie, "EXP") =EXP.L(ie ); 
SIMUL(im,"M") = M.L(im); 
SIMUL(i, "VA") = V A.L(i); 
SIMUL(i,"LAB") =LAB.L(i); 
SIMUL(i,"CAP") =CAP.L(i); 
SIMUL(ag,"LAND") =LAND.L(ag); 
SIMUL(i, "TVR") =TVR.L(i); 
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SIMUL(i,"TVM") =TVM.L(i); 
SIMUL(i, "TV") =TV .L(i); 
SIMUL(i,"Q") =Q.L(i); 
SIMUL(i,"QR") =QR.L(i); 
SIMUL(i,"QM") =QM.L(i); 
SIMUL(i,"TQ") =TQ.L(i); 
SIMUL(i,"TQR") =TQR.L(i); 
SIMUL(i, "TQM") =TQM.L(i); 
SIMUL(i,"ADQ") =ADQ.L(i); 
SIMUL(i, "AQM") =AQM.L(i); 
SIMUL(i,"AQR") =AQR.L(i); 
SIMUL(i, "QGOV") =QGOV.L(i); 
SIMUL(i,"QGOVR") =QGOVR.L(i); 
SIMUL(i, "QGOVM") =QGOVM.L(i); 
SIMUL(i,"QINV") =QINV.L(i); 
SIMUL(i,"QINVR") =QINVR.L(i); 
SIMUL(i,"QINVM") =QINVM.L(i); 
SIMUL("fpi","PROF")=PROF.L("fpi"); 

PARAMETER PRODUCT2 -PRODUCTION SYSTEMS VARIABLES-FOR SIMULATION; 
PRODUCT2(I,"AGR", "V")=V.L(I, "AGR"); 
PRODUCT2(I, "MIN", "V")=V.L(I, "MIN"); 
PRODUCT2(I,"MAN","V")=V.L(I,"MAN"); 
PRODUCT2(I, "SER", "V")=V .L(I, "SER"); 
PRODUCT2(I, "RM","V")=V.L(I, "RM"); 
PRODUCT2(I, "FPI", "V")=V.L(I, "FPI"); 
PRODUCT2(I,"AGR","VR")=VR.L(I,"AGR"); 
PRODUCT2(I, "MIN", "VR")=VR.L(I, "MIN"); 
PRODUCT2(I,"MAN","VR")=VR.L(I,"MAN"); 
PRODUCT2(I, "SER", "VR")=VR.L(I, "SER"); 
PRODUCT2(I,"RM" ,"VR")=VR.L(I, "RM"); 
PRODUCT2(I, "FPI", "VR")=VR.L(I, "FPI"); 
PRODUCT2(I,"AGR" ,"VM")=VM.L(I, "AGR"); 
PRODUCT2(I,"MIN","VM")=VM.L(I,"MIN"); 
PRODUCT2(I, "MAN" ,"VM")=VM.L(I,"MAN"); 
PRODUCT2(I, "SER" ,"VM")=VM.L(I, "SER"); 
PRODUCT2(I,"RM", "VM")=VM.L(I, "RM"); 
PRODUCT2(I, "FPI", "VM")=VM.L(I, "FPI"); 

PARAMETER OTHERl MARKET CLEARING VALEUES OF VARIABLES FOR SIMULATION; 
OTHERl("OBJECTIVE") = Z.L; 
OTHERl("PL") = PL.L; 
OTHERl("LMIG")=LMIG.L; 
OTHERl("KMIG")=KMIG.L; 
OTHERl("TCAP")=TCAP.L; 
OTHERl("TLAB")=TLAB.L; 
OTHERl("TLAND")=TLAND.L; 
OTHERl("LS")=LS.L; 
OTHERl("TLSRA T")=TLSRA T.L; 
OTHERl("ALS")=ALS.L; 
OTHERl("MRA TIO")=MRA TIO.L; 
OTHERl("ADJL") = ADJL.L; 
OTHERl("ADJK")=ADJK.L; 
OTHERl("L Y")=L Y.L; 
OTHERl("AL Y")=ALY.L; 
OTHERl ("KY")=KY.L; 
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OTHERI("TY")=TY.L; 
OTHERI("YENT") = YENT.L; 
OTHERI("RETENT")=RETENT.L; 
OTHERI("TYH")=TYH.L; 
OTHERI("YH")=YH.L; 
OTHERI("A YH")=A YH.L; 
OTHERI("PL") = PL.L; 
OTHERI("A YHTRA")=A YHTRA.L; 
OTHERI("DYH")=DYH.L; 
OTHERI("HSAV")=HSA V.L; 
OTHERI("SAV")=SAV.L; 
OTHERI("ROWSAV")=ROWSA V.L; 
OTHERl("INV") = INV.L; 
OTHERI("YGOV")=YGOV.L; 
OTHERl("GOVEXP")=GOVEXP.L; 
OTHERl("GOVBOR")=GOVBOR.L; 
OTHERl("IBTX")=IBTX.L; 
OTHERl("GRP")=GRP.L; 
OTHERl("HEXP")=HEXP.L; 
OTHERl("AHEMP")=AHEXP.L; 

option decimals=3; 

DISPLAY SIMUL,PRODUCT2, OTHERl; 

* Parameters AS INDEX WITH 1993=1.000 
PARAMETERS 
* -- Price block 
IPL Wage rate index 
IPK(i) Rent to capital index 
IPT(i) Land rent index 
IPR(i) Regional price index 
IP(i) Composite price index 

* -- Production block 
IL(i) Labor demand index 
ITL Total labor demand index 
ILS Labor supply index 
IK(i) capital demand index 
ITK Total Capital use index 
ITT Total Land use index 
IT(i) Land demand index 
IVA(i) Value added index 
IX(i) Output index 
ITV A Total Value added index 
ITX Total Output index 
ITE Total Export index 
ITR Total Reg. supply index 
ITM Total Import index 

IVMG,i) 
IVRG,i) 
IR(i) 
IEXP(ie) 

Imported intermediate demand index 
Regional interm demand index 

Regional supply index 
Export index 
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IIMP(IM) Import index 

* -- Income block 
ITYH Total household income index 
IYH Household (in the region) income index 
YHch Change in hh income 
A YHch Change in Adjusted Household income 
IA YH Index for adjusted hh income 
TA YH Total Adjusted hh income 
IA YHtra Adjusted Household income net of TRANSFER index 
IDYH Disposable income index 
IHSA V Household saving index 

IYGOV Government revenue index 
NETGOV Net Revenue for government 
IGRP Gross region product index 
GRPch Change in Gross regional product 
CapComp Capital Compensation 
LandComp Land Compensation 
Rconsup Resident angler consumer surplus loss 
NRconsup NonResident angler consumer surplus loss 

* -- Expenditure block 
IAHEXP adj. Household expenditure index 
IGOVEXP Government expenditure index 
IQ(we) Commodity demand index 
IQM(we) Imported commodity demand index 
IQR(we) Regional commodity demand index 

*-- EQUATIONS FOR CALCULATION OF INDEX WITH 1993=1.000 

*### Price block 
IPL = PL.L/PLO; 
IPK(mk) = PK.L(mk)/PKO(mk); 
IPT(ag) = PT.L(ag)/PTO(ag); 
IPR(i) = PR.L(i)/PRO(i); 
IP(i) = P.L(i)/PO(i); 
*#* Production block 
IL(mk) = LAB.L(mk)/LO(mk); 
ITL = (Sum(mk,LAB.L(mk))+(LHHHO+LGOVO)) 

/(Sum(mk,LO(mk))+LHHHO+LGOVO); 
ILS = LS.L /LSO ; 
IK(mk) = CAP.L(mk)/KO(mk); 
ITK = Sum(mk,PK.L(mk)*CAP.L(mk))/Sum(mk,KO(mk)); 
IT(ag) = LAND.L(ag)/TO(ag); 
ITT = Sum(ag,PT.L(ag)*LAND.L(ag))/sum(ag, TO(ag)); 
IV A(mk) = V A.L(mk)NaO(mk); 
ITV A = Sum(mk,VA.L(mk))/Sum(mk,VaO(mk)); 
IX(i) = X.L(i)/XO(i); 
ITX =Sum(i,X.L(i))/Sum(i,XO(i)); 
ITR =Sum( ci,R.L( ci) )/Sum( ci,RO( ci) ); 
ITM =Sum(IM,M.L(IM))/Sum(IM,MO(IM)); 
IVM(ij)$nzv(ij)= VM.L(ij)NMO(ij); 
IVR(ml,mk)$nzv(ml,mk)= VR.L(ml,mk)NRO(ml,mk); 
IR(ci) = R.L(ci)/RO(ci); 
IEXP(ie) = EXP.L(ie)/EO(ie); 
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ITE =Sum( ie,EXP .L(ie) )/Sum( ie,EO( ie) ); 
*## Income block 
IYH = YH.L /YHO ; 
ITYH =YH.L/YHO; 
IA YHtra = A YHtra.L /(YHO -TRGOVO); 
IDYH = DYH.L /DYHO ; 
IHSA V = HSA V .L /HSA VO ; 
IGRP = GRP.L/GRPO; 
GRPch = GRP.L-GRPO; 

*#Expenditure block 
IAHEXP = AHEXP.L /HEXPO ; 
IQ(we) = ADQ.L(we)/QO(we); 
IQM(we) = AQM.L(we)/QMO(we); 
IQR(we) = AQR.L(we)/QRO(we); 
IIMP(im) = M.L(im)/MO(im); 
YHch = YH.L -adjL.L *YHO ; 
AYHch =AYH.L-YHO; 
IA YH = A YH.L /YHO ; 
TAYH =AYH.L; 
IYGOV = YGOV.LNGOVO; 
IGOVEXP = GOVEXP.L/GOVEXPO; 
NETGOV = YGOV.L-GOVEXP.L; 
CapComp = KY.L *(1-ktax)*Mratio.L; 
LandComp = TY.L*(l-ttax)*Mratio.L; 

*##- SOLUTION VALUES OF INDEX 
option decimals=5; 

PARAMETER INDEX INDEXES FOR THE SIMULATION; 
INDEX(!, "IPR")= IPR(I); 
INDEX(!, "IX")=IX(I); 
INDEX(ie, "IEXP")=IEXP(ie ); 
INDEX(I,''IL")=IL(I); 
INDEX(I,"IK")=IK(I); 
INDEX(I,"IPK")=IPK(I); 
INDEX( ag, "IPT")=IPT( ag); 
INDEX( ag, "IT")=IT( ag); 
INDEX(I,"IVA")=IVA(I); 
INDEX(!, "IR")=IR(I); 
INDEX(im, "IIMP")= IIMP(im); 
INDEX(we, "IQ")=IQ(we ); 
INDEX(we, "IQR")=IQR(we ); 
INDEX(we, "IQM")=IQM(we ); 
INDEX(I,"IPR")=IPR(I); 
INDEX(I,"IPR")=IPR(I); 

DISPLAY INDEX; 
DISPLAY ITX,ITE,ITL,IPL, TLSrat.L, 

ITK,CapComp,ITT, LandComp, 
IGRP,GRPch,ITV A,ITR,ITM, YHch, 
A YHch,IA YH,TAYH,IYH,ITYH,IAYHtra, IYGOV,IGOVEXP,NETGOV, 
ILS,IDYH,IHSA V,IAHEXP,IVM,IVR; 
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APPENDIXC 

DATA SERIES COLLECTED FOR THE OKLAHOMA FPI 
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TABLE C.1 DATA SERIES USED IN THE ECONOMETRICS STUDY 
PRICE Share of 

CAPITA INDEX 
Cost of Value of 

OUTPUT Labor in 
L PRICE FOR materials2 PPI shipments3 (value- TOTAL total Raw 

STOCK WAGES OF LUMBER (million (1982=1 (million shipments, VARIABLE capital Materials 
YEAR Millions million LABOR (1982) dollars) 00) dollars) ppi) COST cost share 

1962 3.64 31.40 32.20 0.00 
1963 4.03 5.82 1.56 31.30 32.80 5.82 
1964 3.98 6.03 1.65 31.30 14.60 33.50 27.50 82.07 20.63 0.29 0.71 
1965 4.15 6.36 1.64 31.90 12.65 33.70 24.97 74.09 19.01 0.33 0.67 
1966 4.39 6.82 1.66 35.00 15.50 35.20 29.18 82.88 22.32 0.31 0.69 
1967 4.89 6.80 1.94 35.00 15.40 35.10 27.60 78.63 22.20 0.31 0.69 
1968 5.88 8.00 2.67 39.80 20.80 39.80 35.50 89.20 28.80 0.28 0.72 
1969 8.27 9.60 2.67 44.10 20.30 44.00 41.60 94.55 29.90 0.32 0.68 
1970 8.81 7.00 2.33 40.10 14.60 39.90 31.40 78.70 21.60 0.32 0.68 
1971 20.62 10.00 2.56 46.90 32.60 44.70 52.10 116.55 42.60 0.23 0.77 
1972 32.58 21.40 3.10 53.00 90.10 50.70 160.50 316.57 111.50 0.19 0.81 
1973 37.87 22.10 3.35 65.70 79.40 62.20 153.80 247.27 101.50 0.22 0.78 
1974 47.36 20.20 3.48 64.50 85.60 64.50 131.20 203.41 105.80 0.19 0.81 
1975 58.18 18.40 3.76 61.30 86.30 62.10 126.10 203.06 104.70 0.18 0.82 - 1976 62.31 18.90 3.78 76.00 92.10 72.20 139.00 192.52 111.00 0.17 0.83 

N 
00 1977 69.48 27.60 4.45 91.80 175.50 83.00 260.10 313.37 203.10 0.14 0.86 

1978 79.82 28.90 5.25 106.50 187.50 96.90 250.50 258.51 216.40 0.13 0.87 
1979 82.63 0.00 113.40 105.50 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
1980 84.47 0.00 104.00 101.50 284.60 280.39 0.00 0.00 0.00 
1981 84.85 0.00 102.00 102.80 330.50 321.50 0.00 0.00 0.00 
1982 83.69 37.60 6.96 100.00 234.40 100.00 334.30 334.30 272.00 0.14 0.86 
1983 81.74 36.10 6.69 111.90 240.10 107.90 343.70 318.54 276.20 0.13 0.87 
1984 79.32 31.00 6.46 111.90 218.60 108.00 331.40 306.85 249.60 0.12 0.88 
1985 78.10 23.80 6.10 105.20 185.60 106.60 268.00 251.41 209.40 0.11 0.89 
1986 73.31 21.20 6.42 104.90 132.70 107.20 239.90 223.79 153.90 0.14 0.86 
1987 69.66 37.70 7.54 114.10 170.60 112.80 289.10 256.29 208.30 0.18 0.82 
1988 63.36 37.60 7.23 112.40 156.90 118.90 265.60 223.38 194.50 0.19 0.81 
1989 64.11 45.40 7.09 108.00 216.10 126.70 319.70 252.33 261.50 0.17 0.83 
1990 63.21 42.10 7.26 111.20 213.30 129.70 328.80 253.51 255.40 0.16 0.84 
1991 65.91 45.90 7.06 111.00 215.70 132.10 382.60 289.63 261.60 0.18 0.82 
1992 67.31 43.20 8.64 130.60 217.40 146.60 369.70 252.18 260.60 0.17 0.83 
1993 69.62 53.20 9.17 168.80 243.10 174.00 396.10 227.64 296.30 0.18 0.82 
1994 73.53 49.20 8.20 182.60 296.60 180.00 475.00 263.89 345.80 0.14 0.86 
1995 100.77 58.10 9.08 166.90 257.20 178.10 441.10 247.67 315.30 0.18 0.82 
1996 141.40 60.10 8.59 177.90 243.30 176.10 477.50 271.15 303.40 0.20 0.80 
1997 201.20 183.80 
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